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A 3 St R A G  T.
Abstract of Urn Thesis entitled;* y 1
*'Certain ox5.de/ioa ja*oSusta ot t.iluriu, _ \
. t tVW* * «- •» T „ • i. A  *«■ . , * ' T""7?''Optically active Methyl anisyl earhliioi. ’ *
I*- k  study- of bivalent tellurium and quadrivalent telluroniuiai
* .. ^
•' compounds and' of oxidation products derived from the dlvyV-'q1
' - ■ vy ^
aULyl" ielluri&e and' the/, bivalent tellur fiascos pounds * "v; j
: / ’
The"object of the present IhreAtigation is to prepare ai-n-y 
yl telliaroxide/lf' that-is hot possible then to study?? the oxlda-: j
3n product of the • telluri de and a ©spare them with fhoael; n
.; • ]•
ined by Bslfe, Chaplin, and PhilIIpa CJ.,?933* 341 J.. . p
Organic tellurdos were prepared by the action of alfcyl halides|
oisodlua ' te Hurl &s- in --a reducing atmosphere. Tel lure tine salts — ■"■■) 
■ • . • • ' • ■ ■  i
m' preparedvfrom' di-B-asyl. tellurld© by the . action cf halogei *Ud v.■ ] 
e4ra'corresponding to-the snalogeous the tine sad' sd&enetine salts, j 
■A la&rivalent telluronium compound was prepared from n-emfl bromide 
bylfce action of yi^bromo-acetophenone- Bivalent- tellurium compounds /;
T ^  . .. ' ' ii
wei prepared by the thermal decomposition of these tellurStine sal
sndfche. tellur on 1 us. compound.
Oxidation' products were obtained from dl-n-sttryX tellurlde^
andLhe bivalent tellurium compounds by the action of atmospheric 
I ' ■ ' h i
oxy^a and other oxidising, agents. The products which were isola
■ I
‘ I - ^
(2)
showed that oxidation had proceeded to a very advanced stage. In* ' \ 
Yestigation. showed th&ithe oxidation had not stopped at the tellutro- j
xicie stage and that the oxidation products are either n-smyltelluri
-/f 'i
ntc acid or highly polymerised ana complex substances consisting;o*
• An«amyltellurlnic acid asaatated with the cor re spending tellurcxi&e. ^
A quadrivalent telluronium compound was also obtained from
it ' ^
dl~n«aza$l tellur!&e and mihyl iodide.
Double compounds of the type AiaaIe-*Hs?C8 were obtained by
the action of.mercuric halides on &l~n-&myl telluride. fhe correspond
ing dl-methylamyl tellur ids mercuric halides have very recently ■
been prepared by Carr and Pearson {J., 1933? 232? ,;J
* Attempts were mad® to prepare al&yl tel lurid® from tertiary 's;
ultyl halides and to study its oxidation products. But the &i~tert.~
.Uutyl tellurlde decomposed within a few days of its prep&ratlo:
Conclusions .were drawn from the present investigation and 
Fom the worKs of the previous Investigators as to the nature and 
■institution of the oxidation products obtained from the &i-alkyl
t
lluride and other bivalent tellurium .compounds
\
II, A study of optically active methyl anisyl carblnel and y\j
* it,
some of Its derivatives*
■: '" 1
Methyl snisyl carbiftol has • been. prepared and resolved and soy
a
of its derivatives have boon prepared. The magnitude of rotation of)
■ \ 
its hydrogen phth&ltc ester ia different solvents has been observed.^
■ ' ■ \
It undergoes mutaro tation in different hydroxylie solvents and beecmej
eons teat after a few weeks in methyl end ethyl alcoholic solutions,/
.J=t
.In the case of acetic acid solution it Incomes completely racemlsed 
after ten days.
T m  dispersion ratios and the magnitude of rotation of methyl^ 
anisyl earbinol have been compared with those of other semi-aromatic /
secondary alcohol® prepared by previous workers. They have been re* j
]
corded in.table.
•Conclusions have been, reached about the reactivity of mthyl 
anisyl car bind aid Its hydrogen phthalio ester. : I
It seema probable that the electron releasing property of; W - 
p-methoxy group causes the carbinol and its derivative a to break;up
into a corbonlU£ cation and an anion arid decomposition products {$a~
'■ ■ ' ' ' ' I
di-anisyl di-ethyl ether and p-methoxy .styrene) were obtained'skihh ' j 
were’derived from, the carbon lum cation. ■ p
A neutral body has been obtained during the preparation, hydrl
•i
lysis and the decomposition of the hydrogen phathalic ester of the 
esrbinol, This neutral body _ on decomposition gave, p-iaethoxy styrene J 
and phth&Xic or its anhydride. \
iC O N T E N T S  O P  P A R T  I.
* * <J-jL_.Il x A-Liv GAxJjA', iluH PKODU wi'o iJL XULLURIUM COMPOUNDS.•*
Slot!on I. Quadrivalent compounds of the Elements of groupVI 
Subject p&£.e
dM
Indication I
Oxygen . . 2
Sulphur 2
(a) Sulphoxides 2
|b) Sulphlltiiiines 4
a) Sulpliinic esters 5
(d) SuIpIiOu 1 uii'i salts .
{e) - Sulphonium mercurl-halide T
Selenium
(a) S@lenoxibesr seleninic acids and their esters Id?
(b) Selenonium salts 12
(c) Selenonium mercuri-hal ides - 13
Tellurium 14
(a) Bivalent tellurium 17
(b) Telluroxides 18
(c) Tellurinic acids and their esters 18
(df lercurihalide addition products of tellurIdas 19
(@) Telluronium salts 21
A.
Smim pr j  o f the Oterefc-chemistry of sulphur, selenium 2o
and tellurium
Section II. surrey of the oxidation of organic 
compounds of tellurium.
bject of the present Investigation. 28
Comparison of the oxidation products of sulphur, 31
selenium, and tellurium compounds.
Description of the oxidation products of the dl-allyl 33
tellurides with increase of number of carbon atoms*
«
. I ■
(1) Oxidation products of'&i-methyl telluride 33
(2) Do di-ethyl tellurids 35
(3) Do di-n-butyl telluride 36
(4) Do di-n-amyl telluride 3?
Comparison of allcyl and aryl sulphinlc, seleninic, and 38
tellurInic scids in their solubility and melting points.
Comparison of sulphuric, selenic, and telluric acids in 40
their melting points and solubilities.
Section .1X1. Experiments on the oxidation of di-n-amyl 
telluride and of compounds of tellurium derived 
from it.
Quadrivalent telluronlum compounds 
Bivalent tellurIniurn compounds
List of the telluronlum and bivalent tellurium compounds 
prepared in the present investigation.
Oxidation produeta 
35 i -n - am yl tel lur 1 de .
Quadrivalent telluronlum compounds
1. Ethyl ester of di-n-amyl tellretine bromide
€L
2. l~Mlnthyl ^sterof di-n-amyltelluretine bromide
3. Phen&cyldi-n-amyltelluronium bromide
4. Methyldi-n-amyltelluronium biodi&e
3. Bibenzoate of di-hydroxy n-amyltelluro-glycollic
acid
Bivalent tellurium componds.
1. Ethyl ester of n-amyltelluro-glycollieaoid
n-aifiyl
2 *.1-Menthy1 eater of/telluroglycollic acid 
Oxidation products
1 . n-Amyl tellurinic acid
(&| From di-fe-aEiyl telluride and air .
(b) go „ Chloramine T
(c] From l-¥enthyl n-amyltelluro-glyec1late
and air
(&} During the preparation of di-n-amylitethy 1 - 
telluronlum iodide
(e) During the preparation of hydroxy-nitrate
(f) From ethyl n-amyltelluroglycollate and air
2 . Complex oxi dat i on. pro due t (A.mT eO) s Ami e 0fe H
3. Do AmTeOCKgC08Et,2AmTeOs H
4 i Complex oxidation product Am!eOCKfcCOgCj^Hj,©SAmTeOgK
5 . Attempts-to,prepare hy dr ox y-n1trate 
Double compounds containing mercury and tellurium 
! • Di-n-smyl telluromercuridichloride 
2, Di-n-amyl telluro-mercurtdibromi&e 
“i i Di-n-amyl telluro-mercuridi-iodide 
Di-tsrt•-butyl telluride 
Conclusion .
E X P E R I M E N T A L .
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Dibenzoate of ethyl n-amyltelluro-acetate dihydroxide 
Attempts to prepare dihalides of bivalent tellurium 
compounds 
Oxidation products
1. From, di-n-amyl telluride 
■ (i) With atmospheric oxygen
V(ii) (a.} With hydrogen peroxide 80
(ii) (b) With hydrogen peroxide in acetone solution 8 t
(iii) With dilute nitric acid Si
(It ) With chloramine T' 82
(v) Oxidation product Separated during the prepara- 82
tion of rflethyldi-n-araylteXluronium' iodide
2. From ethyl n-amyltelluro-gXyoolIate
( i| "With “atiaospheric oxygen 83
till With hydrogen peroxide 33
3* From 1-menthpl n-amyltelluro-glycollate 84
Ci)' With atmospheric oxygen ' ’ '84
(ii) With hydrogen peroxide 84
Double compounds containing mercuy and tellurium
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Di-tert.-butyl telluride 87
- o -
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Oxygen* sulphur, selenium, ana tellurium,the elements of' 'sub- '
b
group B of group vi can exist in j^lvalent 'am well as in quadri­
valent combination. As Moo valent they exist in bl covalent union or
r
except oxygen. aemonatomic ajons and thus complete their octet.
As quadri-valent they, form tfo hinds of compounds by:donating
i .  ‘ T - >lU \ + -
•unshared electrons Cl} compoundsof the type &s.—  S-»0 in which Rx and
Eg are joined.tothe central atom by two covalencles and 11 ii | sC-id ng?->. « ■ »
^S\ +-/2i
are joined., by semi polar double tend* (2) the * 'onlum* * sits Rx—  3 a ;-
In which R * » R a&re joined to the central atom by three co’-valencies;
and X ( an anion) by one electro-valency. -b
The qumdrl-valent oxygen compounds are comparatively unstable.
u
Sulphur»aelnlum, and tellur^p form stable *•ontumV esmsix compounds 
and sulphur'and selenium form stable compounds containing semipolar 
double -.bond*
•The stability and stereo-chemistryof the quadri-valent com­
pound so f these elementsare important from the point of view of the 
present thesis and so the compounds of these elements will be des­
cribed touching mainly on -these two points.
(a}
o x m m
i
Bivalent oxygen compounds are very stable. As quadrivalent 
the peroxides 11S-0*Q &re regarded as similar to aulphoxldes. These 
jaerixides are unstable.
Tbbre are sufficient reasons to believe as to the existence
of the oxygen compounds of thh #’onius*1 salt type.In 1564,Haquet
(Campt.Rend..1664.SB.181.6?S) at first introduced the idea that
oxygen, maybe qua dr 1-valent because of the fact that qua dr-1-valent
sulphur* selenium,and tellurlm compounds are known*A few years
■later Frledel prepared a series of compounds to which he gave the 
: $Hsy  • / H  / H
formula CH3± 9 - Gl, €Ba~ 0^11 J\
Collie and Tlcfcl© {1899#25.»?*3} prepared. hydroclorlde, 
hydro hr ©mM© * and hydroiodide ,nitrate, oxalate of dime thy lpjprone.
It has also been w  sted that ethylene ox id© in aqueous solution :
3 1 \ 4/ri •
exists as a hydrate uitg-O K to explain the' fact that it precepitates-
metals as hydroxides from aqueous solution of their salts.ss hydro­
xide
As the quadr!-valent ©xonlum compounds are unstable, so
o
the possibility of their realution Is-very remote.
SULPHUR.
Both.•;M--and quadr 1-valent sulphur compounds are stable.
Alltypes or quadr-Valent sulphur compounds have been resolved.
■'r*£V.
(a)SUL?KQXID£3.- • -
• • •' There are indirect nature or evidences as to the existence
of- -a ©emipolar double bond between sulphur and sulpaox yi oxygen
(3)
atom In the compounds of the type RsS-3>0, sulphur and nitrogenIn tneas 
sulphllimines RsS-*»Sk,6r sulphur and-mercury In the compounds pf 
the type RgS~*Hs^. It was indirectly obtained by parachor measer- - 
» n t  by Sudden ' CJ., 1924.115. *17?) who found the .parachor of the' 
compound C^SG.Olt. to be 410.3* The para.ohor of this eomopound 
should be by calculation 1 4to*7 ©nth© assumption that the bond be- 
'tween sulphur and'sulphoxyl oxygen atom is semlpolar• If It were a 
nonpolar bond the calculated value' .of the psraebor would bo 433*$*
- ' fhe compounds withe ■ semipolar doublei bond- are polar inchare-j
!
cter. fhff have sore dipole moments than compoundsin which groups 
si*# connected through co-valencies. For example the dipole momenta ox 
di-ethyl sulphide and di-phenyl.sulphide are !.6and 1.3, respectively, 
where as1 the .dipole moments of di-ethyl aulpoone.* ...cl—pnenyl r sulpuox id* 
and di-phenyl sul phono are 4.41, 4.1, and 3*1 respectively (Le lebre- i
Dipole moments p.103)* I
' The resolution of suphoxlde into optically active forms beers:
support tothe existence of semipplar double bonds. ..-a]
Shrlner,Struck and JDllson (J*» 1930,55,2026) found that slpho-j 
■iiddi a d  dlsulpbojcides .containing nethylene linkage C.H.CH.30CH.C.H. j 
CsHsSGCHsSOGeHa tfldid not dissolve in caustics soda and sodium carlo- ' 
nate solutions*: gave nooolour reaction with ferric chloride and d4i 
not react with metallic sodium. They concluded that these results 
furnish evidence that the nature'of- the sulphoxlde linkage differed 
froa that of the carbonyl.For if it was ketonic in oharacter,then 
it should eaollsesnd give allthose results.Iteould bereferred to later 
that Fuanerer had suggested enoilsatlon for sulphostde.But In that
css# ttfi® ©pmpound, decomposed.
From the preparation of efchylp-toluenesulphin&te into optically
avtlve condition by Phillips in i9$5 < J « * 1925r 30? 9 ) ,Harrison,Kenyon*and j
%u* . -
P&lltp&(J»,t926,9079) sugg.ested that-the sulphoxlde of the type RgS~*0 |
I
In which 0x10 of the Essre different should be resolvable*So they prepay 
rad sulphoxldes In which one of the Ra contains either an amino or aold 
group in order that they>am ha. coupled with an motive acid or alcohol 
respectively for resolution* j
They'prepared d-eaisphorsulphonste 'of 4*amlno4-ate thy Xdi phenyl |
|
sulohoxi&e by dissolving It In a hot-solution of d^camphorsulphonlc acid* - j
?% ' ■ !
" On decomposition of the salt, they obtained the d-sulphoxlde which had- |
riss 9 - I
l!5Js«i*^3' in ethyl alcohol* j
i
Then they resolved m -carboxypheny 2a thy1 sulphoxlde. They obtained -
§
fc-a-carboxyphenyliaethyl - sulphoxlde with [a] **8*-!35*5 ^nd d-m-carboxy-
$
phenylaethyl sulphoxld# with'[aj §4)®i*U? *
later Holloway,Kenyon, and Phillips CJ., 1928,3000} resolve&ai-
p Ki
carboxyphenyleihyl • sulphaxi&e with & ~ **e**23-6. and-the a&rboxyphenyl
Si $ k
ethylsulphox 1 de with ~f33 in cloroform solution.
Mann and Pope {J.,1922,1052) prepared methylethylsulphine-p-tolu i
1
©he su^phonyllislne MeEtS:!! .SQBC8H*&e in which the sulphur atom of the j
methylethylsulphin© was asymmetric.They- (J•»1934,910 tried to obtain 
optically active sulphllxalne but were not successful.
It has been pointed out before that dl-a-c&rboxyphenylmethylsul-
phoxlde C Harrison,Kenyon, and Phillips loc.clt.) has been resolved Into 
optically active form. So Olarlf, Kenyon, and Phillips (J., 192?, 183} thought
. ( 5)
that the corresponding sulph.il imine should be capable - of existing 
in enantiomorphously related' forms * Theyn showed•-by series 'of' srga 4- ij 
ments1 that the position of nitrogen 'with - respect to -sulphur fab . : |j
s-ulphi 11 mines is the sane is that of sulphoxyl oxygen with respect ]j
j;
to sulphusin a  sulphoxlde* ij
They prepared dl-m-c&rboxpphenylmetheylp-tolylsulphonyl- |
i
ialne. On decompositlonof Its brucine salt with dilute hydrohlric ‘i 
acid, they obtained th« I-ffi-erbeyyphenyImethy Isulphln&p.-tolylaul- • j!
a q
phony 1 i nine - w i th [oQ 5*e |»33 3 j^J^3g &-6-2T In ethyl alcoholic so It ion •; 
The brucine salt recovered from • the mother liquor gave d*&i-su£i- ;j 
phiIImine. The elnchordin© salt of thls./d**dl-sulphilimine on de-' i| 
composition gav* optically pure d-m-aarfcoxyphelmethylp-tolylsulpho j; 
nyllmine wlth&J Q*€*+33? •» _ |:
- similar method Holloway,Kenyon, .Phillips" (J*, I93S, - ■ "|;H
3002} obtained 'the-l-a-csrboxypbenylethyl- p- toluenesulphonylimine . j!
r *1 £
wi th |oj g^i -373 and' - the * d -m 3 e&rbo xyphenyl© thy 1 eulph Ine p-toluene- • i1
a
sulphonyl!mine' with pj 84k6j,*373 .
f <57 ft TK-7 T*T T H ‘TiTrTp di ■;
\ O  J  - O  i I - & ■ * v  a j  i i i i  „  ■ |W„
. !
Phillips (J ., i923>2532)found that when a 1-alcohol is Mstei. - . • !
with alXylsulphinlo ester at -reduced pi’eaaure, &n interchange of b**
' u.
taXes place. The.1-base combines with d-slphinylradlcal leafingf\ .
the alXyl .ester of ;i-aulph&rilc acid. He gently heated a mixture 
of ethyl 'dl-p-toluenesulpfeinate (Smol.} and 1-8-octanol (igol.) 
under reduced pressure and then by fractional distillation at Imm 
pressure,he was able bo separate- ethyl J-toluenesulphln&te with
g© '■■■$■■-'- h^ ;h:f
«-.* +n. 02 .
{#}
Bj a similar method, using optically Inactive n-buty X»p- '• 
toluene sulphin&te, he obtained a lasvorotatory n-bntyl p-tolueneaul
£6 #9
phinate with % 4?ir545 . .and a l&evorotatory men thy 1 p-toluene 
sulphiante.By the alcoholysls of the menthytp-toluenesulphinate,
he obtained a dextro-rotatory ethyl p*toluenesulphinate with
8 B 9
{&}SU2J?BQMIIM SAITS. -
^  Carrara in 1893 (Gassatta, 1895.23.1.4^33 preoared mebhyl-
GmH9KJt y GHmGOJA
• ethylthetine bromide CH*—  3 Br in which all thegroups attach
ed tothe sulphur atom are different.In 1900 Pope ana Peachy .{J.f
r 1900,1072) prepared me thylethy1the t In© bromide of carrara. and -■
soseeded pn resolving- thecompound, fhey prepared d-cassphorsulphonatc! 
and^d-broiso§aphoreulphonate of the d-and X-methylethylth@tln@ 
re epee lively. From the d-camphor sulphon s. be of the d-thetlnef they ’• 
obtained tm  &mme platinichlor 1 de having n.p.fiiih decomposition)
0 r  ^ <5 Q
177-173 c , [a] j) * 4 .6 and M^+33.2 .
. -Smiles in the same year {J*, 1.900,1174) was successful in
O' '
resolving me thy le thyXphen&c y1sulphon i um&-hromoc amphor sulphonat e
and obtained two salts,the lesssoluble having a molecular rotation
V 0
of • 4*230 and the more soluble a rotation of *3-39 . From 'these two 
■d-bromoaamphorsulphonatei of the -d-and 1-methylethylphenscyl bases, 
.he obtained two piorates. The.d-picrate had mn dp ^ +34.a
• and-the 1-pi crate had [^ 3^ 9 *3"» JmJ^ -39.3* .
Later Smiles. C J. 9^3,450) made some experiments to see if 
asymmetric synthesis, which was applied only to the carbon compounds
upto this time,was possible in the ease ofsulphureompounda.He ehose ’| 
thetlne esters 15 dr the investigation and came to the concluSltr* t V*t *.
I i
the two Isomeric d-menthyi eaters of 1 -and d-me/Cthyletfeylthetlne I
» i
bromfd© were'pro&uded in equal quantities during their synthesis j
II
fron 1-menthyZbrojsac©tat@ and methyl©thy1 aulpM.de* • j
; : : ‘ ' ’ " '■ ' - . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  |
. ' , r
’ ' Ce) SULPHOalDK gEROURI-HALIEag. j j
On- aecoaunt of the tendency on the part of zinc» cadmium., !
ii
and mercury to enlarge its outer shell to octet, thehali&es■of those -
i hall*
■elements not only combine with alkylldea but also with bt-and quadric 
valent organic compounds of sulphur, selenium,snd telluriumpro&ucIng. 
gene rally three classes -of compounds« {1) The halides .cornMne with
i/L
hi*w$ent?i§ulphurf • selenium, end tellurI m  compounds by semi polar i
*  —  .  " I
double bond RgTe-*HgT<g• (£) They combine with one molecule of the j 
f '*©1111121* * salts In which zinc,cadmium, and mercury have six electrons! 
in their outer sh#XlsCHsTe) CHgI@) 1‘ (3> They combine with two mole- \ 
cules of the * *onima* •* salts In which zinc, cadmium, and mercury have, j
elpat electrons In■their outer shell (R@S)(Hgl*).. ■ i
i '
Pope and Kevill© C J., 1902,^1, !533l prepared pheny1mth&s&leni-j 
tine mercurliedid© by the addition of concentrated aquous potassium 1 
iodide-' solution of mercuric iodide Mnlmol®aul&it,;:proportion- to both \
■;i
d-and l^phenylethyieelenlttne-d-hromooamphorsulphonat©'and also to di;
phenyimethylseleniblne d-hrostocamphor sulphonato * In all they obtained;
j;
optically Inactive serourlodide * ■•
go on account of this 'unexpected result, they prepared d- j 
and 1-mebhylethyXphen&eylth©tin© d-toromocamphor.sulphoa&teof B^les • * 
(Trans., loors.'t^ ov which very %h rotator? poior, Yhtry rferarsd ]
v*o,e mercurtchloride and mercuriodide by the&ddition of a ooBCintra- 
ted solution of the corresponding mercurlhalides in aqueous pota­
ssium halide to■the d-brfcmocamphorsulphon&te. of the d*aad 1-metnyx 
' ^ ky^phenyfeylth# tine. In both cases they obtained Inactive mercux I -
halides.
Smiles (loo.oil.I first suggested tn&t too quadri-valent 
sulphur and selenium atom in sulphonium or selenonium-salts become
sixavalent during the formation of the mercuriodides, having the 
following qonstitut1 on:
f*r-f'“4* "v ^*J\ ^  A
CaH6— S-^ -I end fleH g S t I  
OaH6OOCH, /  Hgl HOaCCHg^  ^Hgl
Bearing this view of Smiles In miSsd^Pope and Seville (lee.^ 
elb.) gave octahedral structure to slphar and selenium atoms in the 
types of compounds.
Balfe * Kenton, Phillips.{J.,1930,!0?2} suggested that the 
raeemls&tion observed by Pop# and Seville .(loc.clt.) in the case of 
nereurihalides obtained from the 4-bromocamphorsulphcnafees of the 
d-a&d 1-sulphonium and selenonlum bases were due to their instablli’ 
in presence of excess of the reagent used namely it## potassium hali­
de *
They repeated the experiments of Pope a M  Keville (loo. clt 
and prepared phenacylmethyl# thylaulphoniuia d-bromocamphorsulphona tsi 
They obtained two mereuroedidea from the d-bronco amphorsulphonate oi 
the 1-base and both were opticallyactive. Thel-meruritri-iodide C
q, \
0-10.7 in acetone) was obtained by the addition of potassium 4red4»i 
iodl4d{ fisol.) and mercuric iodide (imol.) in aqueous solution with a 
few drops of acetone the d-brcmocamphorsiphonate(imol.)In aqueous set 
ution. tfrheaa two even vashhigh^ as fl^ re poth'ssitun-loaides
(9*
0
was addedinstead one,they obtained a tetra-iodide which had fa} n-93s 
i *
in acetone.
They also prepared a l~di-mererihptaehloride (l-CHaC8HgS. 
CH8CQC6HeCl}3,2HgCl8;in methyl alcoholic solution, 1-phenacylmethyl 
ethylsulphonium cadmitetraiodide (l-CHaC8HsSCHsCOCeH6J8,HgI4;
r -i oin acetone solution,and an unstable d~zinciodide
ta3 »2 ) •
(aJSELEKOXZBES, SEEEHIMXG ACIDS, AKD 2HSIR ESTER3.
It seems from the literature that pure aliphatic aeleaoaidee
&
have not been prepared* The M l -aromatic selenoxidee do not seem 
tobe very stable. Edwards, day thwae'te, Kenyon, and Phillips (J.,
i
1923,. 2295) • tried toget a selenoxide from phenylmethylselenlde
Q
dihy&roxide by concentrating its aqucdus solution at I00 c/ISmis. !
o
The phenyImethyfselenxid© perhaps formed decomposed Into phenylmethjt'i 
selenide,diphenylsilenide and formaldehyde. they have also prepared
c ^•p-earboxypheylmethylselenox1&@ (m.p* 183-184 c with decomposition, 
soluble in alcohol).
7 o
They prepared phenylip-tolylselenGXide C sup. 131-132 e) and
were able to obtain the' d-camphorsulphonabe of these lenoxid© base 
&&th from ethyl alcoholic and ethylacatate solutions. The filtrate 
from the ethyl alcoholic solution gave inactive selenoxide on de­
composing with sodium carbonate and both crystals and theftitrate
from the ethyl acetate solution had the same rotation as that of 
the solution oftheselenoxide and the /-a-5,Ep horsulphon1c acid*
So they concluded that phenylp-tolylselenoxide has not been resol-;; 
ved.
The same authors prepared 4-carboxydiphenylslenox ide Cm.p.
a
220-232 ^wlth decomposition ) by the oxidation of theabove mention­
ed phenylp-tolylselenlde with sn excess of potassium permanganate. 
Well-defined crystalline salts of this compound with brucine,1- 
menthyl&mlne and d-a-phenylethylaaine were obtained but tae _ seleno- 
xideregenersted fro© these,salts were found tobe optically inactive. 
They also prepared the brucine salt of p-earboxyphenylmethylsileno-
iMe (mentioned before) which did not furnish any evidence that it 
was a mixture of stereo!someride a.
*
They have also prepared &-amInodipheny1 ae 1enxid© im.p.168-.
189 a with deco&p*) and 4 -ace tarn i do diphenyl selenxlde C m . p. 144-
o h
145 0# soluble la cJLoro£or*a >•
■ ■a'Kraft and Yorsier (Ber.s 1893#25,2820) prepared diphenyl sole- 
box ide (sup. 113-114 e) * Chair ie1 (Bull*See * Che& >*1894,11 tn, lo3o) 
isolated chlorod 1 phenyl selenoxlde {sup .$4 c) . TaXamatsuC J.Fharis.
§
3oe«tJapan,!936#Ko 553,450} prepared dt-o-tolyl selenoxl&e (m.p*116 c
soluble in water and benzene), dl-p-iolyl selezSt ide (m.p* about 
0
95 c, soluble in bemsene) and dl -anisylselenoxi&e-e*-dicarboxylle 
{€6H*0CH£COOH}£Se (decomp.310 e}".
A number of alkyl and aryl selenlnic aulas are Known (CHsSeO'
OHJg #11^ 30^ , n-Cs.H?SeO.OK but their eaters have not been prepared*
Pope end S e v i l l e  ( J ,  *552} p re p a re d  & - brom ocam phor
aulphonate& of d-and 1-phenylmethy1aelen 11 in e basesin optically
r 1 s 7 r  1 0pure condition* The d-b&se hadjPJ *60,8 bm d the 1-base had pi/ £-6 0.4
after•allowins for the rotation of d-bromocmphorsulphonate ion,
a o
From these, they prepared &~ C ct -63*4 M g*55*0) and l-{ a ^-6.25 $
• M ^-54,3 } phonyImethylselen1iIne chlorides.
In these ealts the fourth valency is an electrovalency for
if XIa a halogen aton, silvern!trate solution precipitates It in the
cold, Edwards, Gaythwalte,Kenyon» and Phillips' {(J-**933,2294) ob-
it
talned methyl bromide end bronoselenobenzene qualitatively on heat­
's
Ing phsnylmethylselenide dibromide at about 100 e* then triturated 
a
at 4o c with a concentrated solution of potassium iodide,the dibro­
mide was converted into di iodide. If, however, the dibromMe was 
treated with fold' solution of potassium iodide of the same concentra
tion, a brom-iodide was obtained in theoretical yiild. This compound
it
■ on heatIns, decomposed qualitatively togive methyl iodide and bromo-
selenobenxene * They thus concluded that one of • the two bromine atoms 
of pheriylme thyl selenlde di bromide is not linked in the same msnnerr 
to the selenium atom as the other. They represented the reactions
as follsws;
Phx + / Br cold eon. Th\ + /Br
Se _ — —— — -> So - Me I * PhSeBr
U%x  Br Kl sol. M&S I
It has been mentioned before'that Pop© and leville Cloa.cit* 
obtained optically Inactive tier cur iodide froa both d-snd 1-phenylt 
sethylm l enitine d-bromoeamphorsulphonntes* Balfe.( Thesib,London, 
\933' }' repeated the experiments of Pape and Seville under different 
conditions- and'obtained optically inactive mercuriodides of the 
jphe&y lisethyls*1enitin© bases*
mC14} -
! E L L y E 1 U s*
According to the electronic theory tellurium with atomic
has 52
number 52/unlts of positive charge at thocexitre.lt has |$ct two inner 
core of electrons 18 each and an outer core of six electrons. So it 
requires two more electrons to form a complete octet at the outer 
ring. It does so by-two. covalenciea and give rise to competeds of
the type H^fe. ;
v.'-. -.fhesli has - completed" Its - outer octet, it still may shar© • 
its Ion© pairs of electrons with other atoms or groups of atoms by 
the formation of. smtpolar double bonds andbecome qua&ri-valent when 
•sharing one pair of electrons. As in thecase of slphur.and selenium, 
It;forma two types of compounds:
-v? -f- — ^
(1) . ^ T s - ^ O  and (2) ^/T© _
r /  ' - X* v g  A -
The- bi- valent telluMus compounds are-very■ unstable an&oxl- 
'dim d  so rapidly even bythe atmosphere!© oxjrgsn that it is very 
difficult to get them in a pure state.The'same phenomenon Is obser­
ved In the organic cmpounds 01 its neighbouring elements arsenic
and antimony of the fifth group. For example in compounds of the typ^  
PhAa AsHi (ialvarsan-and compounds'of the similar:constitution) and 
- in salts formed from arylstibinie acids with organic basis { Urea 
c^ tibaiiiine ji^ O'OstibosKii $'}, the operations must be carried out in. an 
inert atno sphere' and the' compounds should be' fcpt in sealed tubes.
But the organic compounds' of ielluMum are oxidised' far more rapidly 
• than those of arsenic and antimony. r^"b.n* c.^^ ■* 0 / K
pD  nx
Telluriun shows distinct difference from alpkir and^olnluin--^ CGl
in its Inorganic salts when It resembles the fourth group ,m|la 1 tin.
f tc,'t 1 J ,
m
,. It forms salts like TefKOgl^snsi |*e{SO* }& when. T© cation
has the electronec structure £,2*6,2,6,12,2 ,5,13,2* It also forms 
tetrah&I1It0 leX* when it assumes tne texeobi’on&c structure «., 2 , o,
2,6,10,2 ,6,10,2,4,*1, Unstable sulphur tetrachloride and. selenium 
selenium tetrachloride are known bearing soae resemblance to tellu­
rium in.inorganic salts. 
'Tellurium may again share its second, and last lone pair of 
electrons and thus show a greater tendency than sulphur and seleni­
um to Increase its outer group of electrons beyond octet. In
*«.
. sulphur hexafluoride SFe and sulphur trioxide S0@,aulph/r in the 
six covalent form saay be regarded as te?lng an outer group of twelve
electrons instead of eight. _
KO 0 flO > *4-f _P
In sulphuric acid HO* 8|o and selenic acldn HQ* S# *0
both sulphur and selenium pssess a complete octet. The corresponding
telluric acid H8T©0* has been recently prepared by Patry (Compt.
rend., i93b?OOJ ,?'l ) and Jaa has given it the name metatelluric acid
i?s^Odi€ or*t#XeQ*f2H*0 which has been known for a long timer. He has 
also shown that the so-called ortho telluric acid is an equilibrium 
E*i& tore oi ortho-and mo ta tellur to acids of. which the percentage—1
of the two constituents varies according to the conditions of the
experiments.
the orwnotelxuric suit! when methylated forms the ester 
ieCOCns}6 .snowing that it is in six covalent state with an outer 
shall of twelve electrons, this point will again be taken while de­
scribing the oxidation products.
xt ha» been stated fcnaf valence shells of groups of ten or 
twelve electrons may occur with elements of higher atoafeo number.
(161
A
k- ,
Although efforts to-obtain derivatives of five covalent, nitrogen", 
have been'-unsuccessful, the existence of five covalent halidesof tae h
type E sPCijgsr*d RAaCl* shows that these atoms can hold a group/ of j
i!
ten electrons (dect) when attached to hig-ily electronegative element4* I
Thus In sixth group, the elements fora, ionised salts of the 
type (Es Saxons show little tendency to expand the valence shell.
But the’formation of an expanded shell occurs more readily with 
atoms of higher atomic number.It has been pointedout before that
tellurium ssiise s the electron si c b true tur © ~~, <$• ,o , o , 10,2 ,0 ,1 -, 2, ,
4^  in its tetrahalldes TeX* and that it is In six covalent state in ui
the ester feOCHa)c. Tellurium also forms a complex anion CCH^Tel*}
in which it has five covalent bonds and eh unshared electron pair.
Singh hiiu 1CrIshnen (J.lnd «one ib *Soa., 1935* 12,? 14) prepared 
G-d^methylbelluronxum dihalides, and di&ltr&te according to the
method given by Vernon. {J ., 192Q, 112,66; ipSt, 1 19,694) and measured to 
parachors, they also calculated the paraohors of these compounds 
according to Si&gewick and B&yliss (J.,1050,203^) and'concluded that
the quadrivalent te Huron turn compounds possess a structure- *a which 
the central tellurium atom was surrounded by a sheHof ten electrons
four pairs of which were shared constituting four normal linkages anc 
the fifth was a lone pair. They represented those cosounds 'by the 
following eleetronie atructore:
an V nrr .
/y Te or * Te x
C H /  * Oh* V x* X
. * \
Ps-sserlnl and Hollier {Atti» ,E.Accad.Lincei -oi v>r '■
from the X ray study of the crystals, concluded that the structure
of tellrlc acidV|.sVfe( OH) 6 . with the OH arranged • symmetrically arc to!
-■
the To, :-.nd not .ftgTeO*,2HgO.
(a) B1VALEHX TSLLilRIOE.
Considerably less work Mas been done on alkyl tellurla®s 
than aryl-ones and this la probably du@ to the extremely unbearable 
poisonous, and poraistent odour of these compounds. Oily four di&lky
telluridea are known at the present.They are dimethyl telluri&e 
(ffohler » &esn, Annsl®n,/f 1855.91,233; trs r n o n , J 1020,JJ7,339; Bird
and Challenger, J ., i939»153)* di-ethyl telluride (fdhler,tonalen, 
(fta»3.ys»j11: Kallet,Ibid, 1531 ,TO?233) dt-n~bu£yl tellurid® C Bnlfe^ | 
Cb?r-1 if* and Phillips} J., 193:3,34 1}, dl-n-smyl tellur Id© (present 
investigation}.
They were all heavy dlls which decomposed on keeping and 
oxidation products were fo&med. Their bioling points gradually rose
with the - increasing number of Carbon atoms. B H e  thy I tellurlde had
b.p.94®©/?70ff42.,dl-ethyl tellurlde had b.p.?00*0/76Ornm., di-n-butyl
© ©
tellurid® had b.p.109-112 c/lOmm., di-n-amyl tellurlde had b.p.Uo c
♦ •»*. .. .,% © Q
/tnsm. * l$o 0/ t 100 c/2mm.s Their colour si so varies from pale 
yellow to yellowish red, &/i-methyl. tellurlde being pale yellow t 
clI-ethyl tellurid© yellowish red, di-n-butyl tellurlde yellowish 
red, and di-n-aayl tellurid® being yellowish rad.
{ 1 U } :
. ■*
(b) TKLLUR0XIDB3. 'y.
Ho aliphatic .belluroxides are Known. A few s^HbpbtrtU’ telluro-
xides have been described in the literature .They have been prepared
by the action of .alkali or ammonium hydroxide on dl-aryl telluronturn 
dibrosidu . At first <11 hydros ides ere forced w&ich chans® into the 
oxide on warming. Xfc<| aqueous solution of di-aryl tellur oxides gives
alkaline reaction due' to the formation of dihydroxide •
Kraft and Lyons { Ber.»iB$4 ,.|7, !?7wl prepared d1-phenyl
tellur®xlde (GeMs)aleG by the above method. LedererCArmalen,!Q12» 
pj,pT6; 3er., !9t6,499iD7A?iOBO,p.5B; 1319^ »1339;?92R*53,712}
prepared dltolyl,&i-sntsyl and di-phenyl teXluroxidesby the same 
method*.
In case of aulphonides, there are many indirect evidences - 
as to the 1 inking of sulpho^l oxygen atom by semipolar double bond. 
This has been discussed before. Prom analogy and group similarity
it ib inferred that the bellmtfiB oxygen atom is attached to tellu­
rium by senipoiar double bond. ■
(c)TELIJURINIC ACIDS MI) THEIR ESTERS.
I)rew( j . t tops ,560} prepared methyl tellur ini c acid, n-Butyl 
tellurlnic aaici (Balfe, Chaplin, Phillipa^J.,1938# 349} and n-amyl 
tellurinic acid (present investigation) are known but their esters 
have not been prepared.
(d) t'ERCUHIKALIBSS ADDITION PRODUCTS 0? TELLUulDES. i!
Lederer in ?914,1913 ,»nd i ;> 16 (Ber., ??*4 ,4?,377; 1915,48, I 
1442; 191$,4g«3^A) prepared many mercuribalid© addition compounds ;
of teliurld.ee. They were , (0CHsCfH4J.sTe^->KgCla »{ p~b@.
CeH*)£Te-*ggClg » Fhg.Te^BiBrs »{ o-and p-CH3GeH*}gffc-^%£rfc , (p-GKa0. ; 
CeBngf^HgCl*, (p-GH3CeH4)eife->HgT(ai}RGs, Ts< C6HsKea5»KgCl,<HgBr, j
or Hglg)*
Oarr 2nd Pears on (J .**933,332) syntfce iiMd thro© double ' . !
of ‘
coiaounde/di-iiiothyl oelluride afith me r curla halides 'Te{CH3)gHgXs ,
:1
ITS^cCdecamp.); XeCCHS)e ,HgBrt; ,21.p .!SS*c; Te{CHa}a ,HgI* ,m.p.
<* :
’ 0) 0 {deoo&p.} to use them in the i dentil loaf ion of free radical, j
They prepared then by mixing the tweco&po&e&ts in acetone solution 
when a solid separated which was filtered off. These compounds
I
were unstable and hydrolysed rapidly in.air to liberate the abom­
inable persistent odour of dimethyl telluri&e. But the similar com­
pounds of di-n-aiayl teliuride wt th mercuric chloride and. bromide ’
!
C tobe described later ; of the present liwe stigatlon were very 
stable and were bopt in contact with air for a year without any 
sign of decomposition4
The double compounds of Barr and Pearson (Ipa.eit.) were 
Odourless ( when pure ) and crystalline substances of which the com­
pounds showed strong polarisation.
Bird and Challenger C J., ?939» t-66) recently prepared dime
0
thyl tellurIda mercurichloride Te(CBa)8#HgClp m.p.t?9 c {decomp.}
Beaides the three types of compounds as stated above many
other compoundshave been described in. the literature in which more
than two molecules of sulphonlum,selen&nium,&ftd telluroniuis compound; 
€
combined with mor% than two molecules of the halides of z-tnc »cad­
mium and mercury.
It i£ also possible that just like .siuc,cadB,iun* and mer­
cury halides, the albyl and aryl compounds of sine,cadmium and mer­
cury nay form double' compounds with b1- and quadrI-valent organic 
compoufc&s of sulphur,selenium,. and tellurium. Vernon (loa.cit.} 
obtained e double compound of isercurydi.phenyl w^th i-di-methyl 
telluronlum diiodide. Lo«?ry and Gilbert (J $228,3184) obtained a 
double compound of the eomposition(1 e£t* Ig} by the action of
mercury diphenyl on a-dl-ethylteiluroniuAodide in. chloroform 
solution.
It seems that no compounds of the typeCH3Te){HgIs) in which
the thr«« Rs arc different #.are known. The only compounds, in which...] 
M-valent tellurium atom is joined to the mercury atom by semi polar., j 
double bond se-eiss to bs pnenylp-tolyl t#ilurlo€ mercurlciihaliu©^*
in wMeh tellurium can be asymmetric  ^ Lederer,3e r 19Id, loBd). 
But no such compound has been resolved. .
Te->Hg01
p~ch3g*h*
(e) T K U J M m a m  BALTS.
Quadrivalent telluronlum compounds ihsoondensation pro- 
ducts of di-alkyl, aryl or mixed tellurldes a I in halogens, alkyl or 
aryl halides and halogensted acids,esters or ketones. Smiles while 
preparing Quadrivalent sulphur compounds by condensing alkyl and aryl 
sulphides w 1 th. halogenated^ acids and eaters, Inc Men tly called them 
thetine salts. Pope and beville extendedthe application of the 
method inthe cose of tellurium compounds. According -tothe name thetin 
salts used.by Smiles, the term sclenttine and tellaretine salts are 
now applied for the corresponding sel©nonturn and telluronlusa 
compounds.
these compounds have less obnoxious odour and are comparati­
vely more stable than the bivalent tellurium co&poude and also are 
not oxidised when Xppt in contact with air. Some of then are crysta­
lline and have got definite melting points.
Letts and Collie (Trane.EAin.Koy.hoc.,1173,25,616) first /  
condensed bro&soetle ester with dt-alkyl sulphide sand, thus prepared 
quadrivalent sulphur compounds. Carrara similarly prepared quadri­
valent a§Ionium compounds in ”1891 (Gazzetta, L394 ,2£ , U  , <7J}. La rle r©r . 
in 1919 and *913 (Ber. ,19 13,46,1f$8| to 15.43.1044) prepared many 
telluretlne compounds by condensing di-phenyl tellurid© with waters $ 
of fcromo-and iodo-acetie acid and brcmacetic acid. These tellurcnlu® 
halide compounds when shaken or bioled with silver oxide and water 
gave compounds of trie type RaTeOK which are alkaline to litmus.
Lowry,Goldstein(Hrs.) and Gilbert l * J 1938,307) measured the 
conduct!v ity of the six a-and 3-d!-halides of Vernon (J.,1920,1 1 7t%0
and concluded:
*’Instead of behaving as binary elecir-Glytes in aquous sol- 
tton, the dihlides give conductivities which Indicate that one halo­
gen ate® Is hydrolysed more or less ©orajble tely and the other atom
+ — ■!■•*  ^— *#*■ •*
forma a halogenion. e . & • (TeMeg01) { Cl) -*-HsQ ^  (XemeOrf) (Ox) rHGl. The
hydroxy-haltdes' produced bythe hydrolysis are strong electrolytes 
which are not hydrolysed to any large extent when the equivalent 
©f the halogen acid shown in the preceding equation is removed.*1 
Lowry, and Gilbert {J.,1928,3136} obtained similar results 
withe a-and 3 - di - e thy 11© 1luron turn dih&iides as weli&B with a-and 
3-dl~e thyltellurcnlu& hydrcxyhalide.
From the experiments of Edwards, Gaythwfclfc©, Kenyon,and 
Phillips Cloa.clt.} on selenonium compounds and from the conductIvIs 
ty measurements of* tellur on luis com pounds, it nay be concluded that 
the fourth valency 1b all oxonium, sulphonius, selenonlun and tellu- 
ronlum compounds Is an electro-valency.
V © m  on {J ., 1 ©2 3, Ji2.35 ) prepared dlmathyltellutonium 0 - 
dl-iodlde and from thfs h@ obtained a-dlmsthyl tellufconium dl-hydro- 
xlde what he called e-base by the act&pn of silver hydroxide $n the
Q
dl-iodide. The a-base when dihydrated at 1go c under 15mm. pressure 
gave jl-hose. Both 8-and bases when treated with hydr&odi c,hydro -
bromic and hydrochloric acids gave the corresponding a-andl~dl-faalfcr 
Ides.
The t«o 0-and 3-dihalides not only differed In their meltlnj ;
points but also In their colour as salts as well as In ethyl alcoh»f« 
©
glutton. The a-and i-di-halldes also varied- in their absorption 
spectra In the ultra-violet region. The a-and 3-bases showed some ;
e.
dlfferenqtowards different reagents-
Verncn and K&aggs (J ., IpS 1, i t'9,10p) allowed that the a-end 
n-di-iodides slightly varies In their cryatallo-graphic structure 
and added are port from Dr. Dixon stating that a-and a -di -h&Ild e s
vary widely in physiological properties.
. .From the above crystallographic, pharmacological, and elml- 
cal behaviour, Veron {loo.cit.) concluded that the a-and 3-di-hali­
des and llieS- a-and 3-base from them probably existed in two iso­
meric forms:(cls-artd trans-}.
' - /iff• ./ /v ■ Wiu
/ : 1 i
• •=•/•: fm _??***, ftp1' (vj _ v
W  r  i  0 a  ^  -  K#*- A ^  U . i i  a. * “ “’* *  Jt. v 1 -  *
i ~ i
V V"
a-pr trans- form - 3- or cis-form
! Lowry, and Gilbert (J., 1928,8 *79) prepared a-and 3,-basea of
the di-ethyl compounds corresponding to the Vernon* sa-and 3-bases
and also prepared a-ana A-di-ethyltelluroniurn salts correa-pending
to his n-and 3-series of di-methyltellurcnium salts.They also..cheer­
io
ved differences In physical and cemical properties of the two series ; 
of compounds but did not attribute any cis-or trans-configuration ! 
to them. 8
Lowry and Gilbert. {J.»19^3,30b} observed that the striking 
difference in colour of the e-and 3-dihalIdes of Vernon should be 
due tc some other factor which was not expressed completely by |
merely putting the two halogen atoms and the two alkyl radicals at i
S
adjacent or at opposite corners of a square. H
Drew (J. , 1909 ,560} re-examined Vernon* a ct-and a-bases'' and a- i
i!\ (64)
©
and a-di-haleds.He found that the compounds of the-3-series are emplex^  t,
substance a with the san© e-mperi csl formula as that of «-series. He-
showed that the 3-base Is a mixed anhydride of the- formula &e3Te0.h
feMeO which reacts with hydriodic or hydrobroai c a c 1 d giving irl-
me t hyl tellur on turn Iodide or bromide and methyltellurinio- o dd KfleO...
OH' (he el led it methylhydroxytellur iua oxide or telluracetlo acid}. / 
He3i:©0.fehe + HI - Ke3TeI - K-bfeOOM .3.
He separated the two products and from the latter , prepared
methylbeHuron 1urn trl-Iodlde Mefel3toy the action of hytrlodic acid.
two iodides whfen'nixfed in molecular proportion and recrystalli-
dd from suitable solvents gave Vernon*sfl-di-io&Ide with the sa®
'"same colour arid crystalline structure.He also prepared mixed compounc
pi the tyoe TBUe3Sr ,TeM®X3,* feMeaI,TeMeBrf by the same method. He^**
the following' constitution to the 3-di-halides’ sad thesixed salts
prepared by him:
. ■ ■ 4~ ”* —
(ileaTe)(TefceX4), (Ke^Te) (TeKeEraI); dv
Finally he concluded that theaupasfed l80~m®rim of the di-methyl
and dl -e thy1telluronium di-halides had no existence and tellurium
had , in all probability, not a plane as given' by Vernon,but a tetra
hedral di stribaton of v&lency.-
?
Lea&pvzjiin. into {her.d9 H> s16f3/ obtained phenylme thy Ip- to ly 1 
fee Huron i urn Iodide in crystalline form. But no 1. ther he
-*r nor any ’ 3
-€*(/ '3
other worker, pursued further to obtain optically active telluronlus^ 
compounds. Perhaps this was due to the di scovery of 8-and a-dl- 
ne thy Its Huron I um di-halide a by Vernon and to tits co planer conf Iru— 
ration.
In 1929, Lowry and Gilbert (J.,1929,966?) again prepared
L©derer*a compound* pheayIsaethyXp~ toly 1 te 1 luroni u® iodide.They pre- ■ 
pared th© d - hr o»q cam phor-w - s ulph on a t § of the teiluroniua base 
which on racryst&lllsstion from the suitable solvent underwent
mk ralk '& 3 » -|i S ;S
autaratton from to there by proving
that the sulphcmate of an optee&lly unstable 1-base baa been formed.
fhey prepared the 1-iodide by the addition of dilute squoussolution
of potassl u& loclla# to the a o e tone sol's*.! 1, on of toe re-crystallised
sulphonate. The 1-iodide thus prepared underwent mutarotatlon from 
a 6
-38 tp + t in,scotone solution In 90 minute-s. :
The n w ii e y pr © p & r © s the d-camphor-a-elphonate ifthe same
> .-‘O
fft*  ^  -
base which underwent slower mutarotatlon from ?33 to
LHi ! on.^- ^oiv s n o 1 *ith^ X'4# t^i-S^y o - = / .^ot o 1ae si,*<.aoxx-s.t.w
of the &~base. They obtained the d£iodide fron the sulphonato by
the. process as before which on two ocansi one exhibited a
a -8 o s'
rapid lautsro tat ion (from tp *4 in 3 minutes and +21 to +\\
in. to minutes) .
'rs
. SUMKMY 0? Till blHLXOHEMTSlBY OF SuLPHUr^
5ELEI L  , AMD TEIIUHIFK.
In the ease of the'elements of the subgroup Bof the group 
.VIr two typo a of compounds have been found to•bo optically active*
jT>
t w
■{&}- those compounds Sn which of four dlffernt groups, thro e are 
IdinesTto the central ?'tom by co-valencies. end the fourth group or 
• ©Foment by electrovalency, Cb> those compounds in which of three 
••'.different groups, two are joined by eovalereles and the third by
semipolar double bond*
•Ccompounds w$ich are ateroo-lsomorlc can be classified as
follows5-
Elementa
■ a b
t.A-onium compuH*B-trior 1 .A-oxidft iJUlnis 3*1-11-
"tetra-halicl^s ester imine
Hj., /Fv d u h + ^ A ' , -Ei\f
vaC lor & 7~~ A ? m 3
' m ' I rff . %< ^ » rf ■ R /
,A _
Sulphur
Selenium
Tellurium
Fi t,^i'ed and
•resolved.’
-■ Do
Ha
Prepared and - - Prepared Prepared** 'Jfrep* * 
resolved. and'resolved resol* resol*
Frep.but not Prep.but lot prep*--Bot 
resolved* not resol* * ~ prep.
not prepared*• Only aryl Do Do
prep. but 
no-t re sol.
In 'the above chart 1 *A* * -stands for sulph-, eelen-, or 
tellur-, * *B’f. stands for sine, cad&i, or siercuri, and * *X,fsta&s
for halogen elements*
• It would be seen from-the chart that the arrangement of
jv\
groulE shout the Esyaijtrie central atom is the same In the cases of 
sue,nd &2 • and also the same in the eases of bt *, b3.,and b3 *, In the
former the arrangement!s three cov&lenofes and o&e electro-valency
which is tonlsable and the central atom besides being positively . " 
charged possesses one lone pair of electronas In the latter also the ‘ 
cintral a toss Is trlco-valent, positively charged and possesses a 
lone pair of electrons.
&&ne pair of electrons but numerous attempta to resolve them hmee
lone pair,but- ip positivelyn charged.
Phillips . { J 1923,2352) came to, the conclusion that the 
possession of a lone pair of electrons is in no way■associated with 
the asymmetry under discussion but that when a tercovalent atom is
such an atom which .is ter-cov&lent and positively charge mightbe 
considered a* occupying; the apex of a tetrahedron, at the other
©,nd tej--— — ---------  *
prepared and resolved* so it is now accepted that these compounds 
have tetrahedral structure' In which B^Eg ,K*or B* ,KC .oxygen(or llli 01 
HgXg) :'are at the three'corners of the tetrahedron- and sulphur, sele­
nium, or telluris'at Its apex.
substituted ammonia or unsymmetrical hycptlg- 
1, the nitrogen atom i# trlcovalent and pos
met weth fa ill ores {Keyehler, Bull. See.Shim. r.lgh£,j^,979) Junm. and 
Millington, Proa...Camb.. Phil.^oc.* # # > 1 3 * ^ # !  feelsenbeiaer,Ber•, -
1333) * Many compounds of the type n1i^l.sn^lA have been resol­
ved by Le Bel, Pope and others in which nitrogen atom possesses no
asymmetric It must carry a positive charge. He also coxiolutfed that
corners■ of which lie the throe dissimilar groups ~
As compounds of the tyre R #  A X whex* Ale aulpur, selenium
' * R.*x ^  _
OUyhrGunbi) Qi? 1 X Wl* •
OBJECT OF THE FRESEilf IS VEST 10 ATI OH.
It has been pointed out in the stereo-chemical section that
the sulp^fhoxldea have been obtained In optically active conditions.
Gaythw&ite* Kenyon,and Phillips (loo.clt.) prepared some asymmetric
selenoxide but could not resolve them.
The behaviour of afcosmtic selenoxldes seems to be different
of
from that of albyl selenoxides.Also the behav1our/selenoxides
Ku
seems to be different from that of slphoxldes*A
0 v fc *
4 -Ace tarn 1 do -di -phenyl selenx i de, prepared by Gaythi^lte, 
Kenyon, and Phillips (J.,1928,8388) when heated, suddenly darkens 
in. colour evolving oxygen and leaving a fluid mass of pure 4-acet- 
amidodi-phnyl selenide. But t-amino-4 * -methyldi-phenyl aplphoxide 
can be heated will above the malting point without showing any 
sign of decomposition.
Edwards, Gaythfflte, Kenyon and Phillips CJ.,1928,1393) have 
shown that selenoxldes containing an albyl group attached to the 
selenium atom were much more unstable. They made many 'unsuccessful 
attempts under various experimental conditions to cause phenylsiettayl 
selenonlum di-hydroxide to lose water and thus yield a selenoxIde. 
The same authors prepared phenylethylselenlde di-hydroxide and
found that it was less stable than its lower homologue*
As selenoxld.es behave themselves very strangely and all 
attempts to resolve the® failed, it would be of great theoretical 
Interest to study the behaviour of fcelluroxl&ee and to see if they 
could be resolved and thus possess tetrahedral character.
So when 'the- tetrahedral character j§&#* of telluronlum compo­
unds was • establ1shed by the resolution of" phenylp-tolylmethyltellu 
ton turn lodlds :ln 1939 by 'Lawry and" Gilbert (loc.cltY) ,'Ealfe, Chaplin 
and Phillips (J.*1933*342} tried to prepare aliphatic telluroxlde 
and to see if-they could resollfe them. They found, however, that 
the telluroxld© could not. be isolated. T|ey oxidised di-n-butyl 
tellurld© and other bivalent sllcyl telluMus compounds by air and
other oxidising agents. In all cases they obtained very complex
0
compound^ containing the corresponding telluroxIdes assel&ted with
one orrsore molecules of al&yltellurinlc^f-acids.
Alfcyl selentmio acids, albyl sulphinic acids, andaryl tellur
into acids have got melting points and are readily soluble In srhufs- t,
&.&td
her of organic solvents, whereas n~butyl tellurinic^which Balfe, 
Chaplin, Phillips (loc.clt.) obtained on oxidation of the 1-aenthyl 
ester of n-butyltelluroglyeolllo acl&by air,,and hyperol decomposed
Q
without melting at 320 c and was insoluble In organic solvent. Other 
oxidation products which are complex polymerised substances and
whose constitution was described by them as n-butyltellurlnie acid 
associated with tellufcoxl&e. these complex substances had no melting 
point end were insoluble in organic solvents.
It seems that allthe oxidation products that they prepared
did not show any similarity with the corresponding alkyl@ulphi.nic 
and alkyiselenini© acids, for this reason it would;;b© interesting 
toseethe behaviour of other aliphatic tellurides when they are 
subjected to oxIdst ion»
So the object of the present investigation is to see If a 
tellroxlde can be obtained from di-n-smyl tellurid©-and if not 
then to study the behaviour of its oxidation products and compare 
thomsf with those obtained by Balls,Chaplin, and Phillips {loc.clt.) ♦
m' 0 0
COMPARISON OF THE 0XIBATI02I PRODUCTS OF SULPHUR,
3BL2MIUM jAED TELLURIUM CQMPQCIIJDC.
Al&yl sulphides can Pe oxidised to eulphoxldea and sulphones 
when treated with nitric acid. Sulphoxldea a he so readily oxidised 
with• potassium'permanganate“to the corresponding sulphonea.that It 
1b often.difficult to arrest the oxidation of a sulphide at the 
sulphoxl&e stag®. Sulphoxtdes can teaciily be obtained by the action 
of hydrogen ■ peroxide^ on sulpides.
the siphonsa are inert compounds poasessno oxidising proper­
ties. In contrast with sulphones, di-phenylselenone (Kraft and 
Vorster, Ber., 1393f2 6,2820) has oxidising properties and thus re­
sembles the peroxides. A few .other slfcylnaphthyl ana dl-nsphthyl 
selenones have been described in the literature, but whether they 
have.;.properties similar to peroxides have not been recorded by 
these authors.
Aliphatic s®lends Ides and telluroxldes are not known but
many aromatic selenoxi&es and. telluroxldes have been described in
the literature. Aromatic ieHuron®s are not &b o wn» All phati c%el4u-ron*^
tellur ones vis., di-methyl t© Huron® (Vernon, J *, f 9 3 0, M J , $c*4) and
di-ethyl tellutone(Lowry and Oilbert, J.,1933,3182) and cyelotelluri- :
CH€- 0Hax ^0
pentane 1:1 di-oxifi© dig fe ,Hfi0 {Morgan and BurgeasJ.,\n~? ;^-q /  >J»AV* *g *g ^
1923,32?) have been described in the literature. The latter compound ;
o
explodedon rapid heating and dar&ene&at about §93 c. All these 
tellurones were insoluble products and possessed oxidising properties.
■ 3sife» Chaplin, snd Phillips {J *,1933,314) suggested that all 
£hr@B©--t$4:l4ro^ i4&0>
these telluroneswore hydroxy perhydrate’s associated with telluroxide
a
and tellurini® acid, thus formed a •complex molcule.The tellurozldes
which were the primary products of oxidation war© stabilised by
the combination with hydrogen peroxide forming a derivative analo-
geoua to tellurium dlhydroxlde. Thus the tellurone obtained by
Morgan and Burgess (loc.clt.) was a perhydrate fe(OB).O.OH .
m  p
and that of Vernon (loo.cit.) w&& dimethyltellurxy perhydrate
(CH g} 0TeCOH1.0 .OH mixed or in asso cist i on w 1th the complex
fell©s0 . K e f e O ' which agreed with the results of the analysis obtain-
by Vernon himself.
OXiDAflOB HiQBUCTS Of THE BXAMXEB^SQtiWTliM Of f:
T&UMRimZ iZTd THE lEGRmASE Of RUBBER GFCAHBGK ATOMS* 
§ f ) OX I DAT IOII mOOOCTS OF DI-METHYL TfLLudll^k.
Vernon C J., 1920,392) found that di-methyl telluride depost-
£ £ ~  ■
ted colourless crystals, on Keeping. Although their constitution 
was not Known# He con sid&redthem tobe some oxidation productof the 
di-methyl tellurid®. If • seems' that crystals were air oxidation
hydrogen peroxide on &i-methyl tellurid©. By using excess of hydro­
gen peroxide and boiling the solution for a short time the £-base' 
was obtained. When the tel lurid© was boiled *4feh for a long time H
srith an excess -of hydrogen peroxide, he obtained an amorphous powder j 
which he'thought to be di-methyl tellurone. The c-base when evapora-’ !
ted on water bath with an excess of hydrogen peroxide gave the tellu-j
Immaterial which was used, the teHuron© was Insoluble in organic 
solvents and therefore could not be purified.
From the analytical figure© f Found: C, 10.5; H,3.3, C2B* 
requires 0 , *0 .6;" H,3 .2}, it seems quite possible that the subatsnce 
was a complex oxidation product.lt may be reclled that it has been 
pointed olit before that the so-called ,3-baae of Vernon was proved
product libe tham of di-n-butyl telluUlde obtained by Halfe, Chaplin; 
and Fhllllps {loc.clt.} and di-n-aisyl tellurideC present investiga- 1
o
tlon). He did not recrd any of its properties or analytical 
results.
He obtained the a-base by the action of just sufficient
rone quicker than the 3-base under similar conditionbut it was quite j
to be a complex oxidation productCOBa) aTeO.TeCHs .0 by Drew '(loo.clt) *j
i
Lowry and Gilbert (J., 19293090) obtained the so-called |
i
dl-methyl tellurone from the o-base of Vernon by the action of i
hydrogen per ox ids. The tellurone gave 3 -&I -hsll&e .^obia ined similar |
e I
f-di-iodide from the a-bsse of dl-ethyl compounds Both di-mtkyl i
and dl-ethyl tellurone had similar properties to that obtained |
by Vernon. But they could not prepare tellurone from the 3-base. I 
From the oxld&tlonof the j-base by hydrogen peroxide they obtained' ' I  
a soluble deliquescent salt with a high condutivlty for two stems ■ |
of tellurium. This deliquescent salt with hydrogen iodide gave 3-di- | 
iodide and monomethyltelluronlum trl-lodlde. It gave G3 .4.4. H3.90,' 
the calculated ealue for Tette^O* were C, H,3.16. They const- -
dered.-the p-base as a. mixture of feVe^OB and T@IeO.OH and there has., 
bees preferential oxidation of the trl-methyltoHuronturn radical. . 
.They con-cluded that Vernon*a oxidation products was not a
tellurone and that the possible formula of the oxidation products |
+ — ■#" —
were CTeMes) CfeKeO^} and {TeEt*}'(TeEtO*}. !
Drew {J*, 1929360} prepared anhydride of methyl tellurlnlc "I
I
acid having the- composition TIKeO.OTeMeO which, he remarked,existed : 
t
in averal atae of complexity. This Bubstans© had no true melting
0
point. It gradually became black above Slots;,. ;It was soluble in *
boiling water and its solubility In organic solvents -was not  record- ; 
ed-'by him. ' ■!
Recently Bird and Challenger CJ.,1939»*63) obtained an 
oxidation product by the action of sodium hy-droxide*on mereuri- • ; 
chloride of di-methyltelluricle and they presumed that the pxi&ation 
product m bb a dihydroxld© or oxide or a compound of this with some ,
other methyl derivative of tellurium. By atmospheric oxidation or |
di-methyl tellurIde they bIsg obtained an oxidation product which I
3 !
decomposed at 240 e without melting. j
j
2 • ,0X1 DA I‘lull RiQDUGXB OF DI-LXHIL TKLLUklB*. j
It seems from the experiments of Lowry and Gilbert {J,, 1928, |
5182} that the teliuroniua compoum&a contslning*®^t*yl ethyl group -I
are more oxidisable than those containing methyl group. They prepar­
ed the a-base .StgfeCOH}^ by grinding the solid a-di-iodide with
$
fresh moist silver ox Id© * On evaporation to dryness at 100 c- under
13 mm* pressure, they Obtained what they thought di-ethyl tellurone ■ 
Etg^eOg for it had oxidising properties. The compound was insoluble 
in organic solvents. In order to obtain the f-base they had to repeat 
the process in a.stream of nitrogen. At the time of preparation of 
‘the corresponding di-methyl compound in exactly the same way the 
inert atisophere of nitrogen was not necessary.
It has been pointed out before that Lowry and Gilbert (J.,
?929#209Gi} obtained an oxidation product from di-ethyl tellurIde
+
by hydrogen proxid®•and coneludedthat it had the structure (felt85
{leiSitOjg, I. * , . . > > v •' «  ^ % •51
It is t o -.be. noted that no • systematic study of the oxidation ;
■ product of both di-methyl ana di-ethyl tellurlde has been made. .1
3. QaXMTXQII PEODUCXS OF DlJti -BUTXL TBLLUHIDE AMO GXHBlt
V
Bl-VAL&BT T&IXLUH1M GOMPOUMOS BidilVBD fliuM IT »
Balfe, ChaJ>lln# Phillip a (loc.cit.) prepared soise oxidation
i;
products fcom &i-n-butyl telluride and other hi-valent tellurlm 
compounds derived from it. The l&st,as it appeared in the journal, 
is given below.
From
B u T e C H g C O g ^  ^ 
- Bo 
TsBus
BufeOHgCO^It
Bo
BuTsCOHjdiO^i . 
CH8C0aCluP A*
Reagent
air
hyperol
air
Bo
HjgOg
M H At &
BufeCHsCOgCiSHi# ■ f^O,
TeBu* Bo
Product
'BuTsO.OH
Bo
TeBugO.3BnTeO.OH
BuTeO. Cr-. OOgKt.
2 BuT eO * uH
Bo
Bu$eO.CH*COeH.
2BuTeO.OH
BuTeQCHjCOgC* 0H AB
BuTeO.OH
2TeBu& 0.BuTeO.OH
Ho. Decom temp. 
&
X 2 2 n
I Bo
II 1
III . i.
Bo Bo
IV
¥
K
Bo
VI ISO
0 It will be seen from the list that all the oxidation pro­
ducts decomposed at certain temperature. They, instead of stopping 
at tn© telluroxlde stage, haveproceeded further to 1-butyl tellurini. 
acid. The.: n-bujfyl tellurinic acid has-.then formed a eomplex with the 
ttelluroxt&e. They have phtalned h-butyl tellurinic acid while oxidi­
sing 1-menthyl ester of telluro-glycollic acid "by air and fayperol.
A. §XIi)AxXoh PkQDUCT 3 Ui? i)l—- A i j d L L U ^ I D i S i  j&a'D OXHmv 
: BI VALESIT-TELLURIUM aOEPOUMBS DcIUVLD FROM IT.
Oxidation products of dl-n-ai&yl' telluride similar to those 
of Balfe,Chaplin, and Phillips (Ico.cit.) were obtained in the 
present invest!gation and will be described in Section III. These 
oxidation products were- complex substances which decomposed at 
h&sh. temperature without melting v were insoluble In organic 
solvents and had properties' similar to those obtained b y •Balfef 
Chaplin, and Phillips (loe.cit.).
M !
' OQ^PARXSGH Gf AIKXL A3D AHXL 3JIJ?IiISIC,S£JLi&IIUa M D  \
AiSitjijUiii.ii'siw AuxDo Xi«i" fAi3»Ifi uOjuHdXLXXliyb j^«D &.ii*juXIner FQXxfi'b^  !
.The following data have been obtained from Beilsteln and ■ {
Hewton Friend*s Text booh of Inorganic Chemistry Vol. XI Fart IV 
P* f5*16,47,48,and 49 as regards molting points and solubilities 
of the a acids.
Methyl sulphlnlcacld was soluble in water. Ethyl and iso- 
propyl sulphlnic adds have fee eh prepared in the free state as 
liquids*
§
■ Bfcnzene sulphlntc acid has been prepared. It had m.p. 83 - 
0 "
84 e. It- was easily soluble in hot water, alcohol, ether m d  benzene,
m
sparingly'soluble in cold water and insolbl©^petroleum ether. Various 
:aulphinic acids in which halogen'atoms and nltro-groups have entered,'
into the'benzene ring in different positions have been prepared.
- -s - 0
They had sup*-- between 93 ’ to- 129 e. lodo-benzene sulphinie acid had -■
11.p.' 160 s with brownish colour. All’of them • dissolve in some of the
solvents and' are Inbolbi© tnothers. ;•?
f l - W  • -:■■ ■;:- -
'^Toluene sulphlhlc aacid^bezyl sulphinie acid are unsiable.-g
and p- (is.p. 84-85%) Toluene sulphinie acids afe.- -
Known.Many xylyl and mesetyl sulphinloseids w i th  methyl groups in
• o '
different positions are Known. They melt between 75-185 e and are 
soluble In 'some solvents and ins&lble In'others.
c-Ca.p. 64-35%) and.*Msup. 105%) naphthyl sulphinie acids 
are Knows. Biphenyl, anthracene, and triphenyl methane sulphinie 
acids have been described in the literature.
a
Methyl selentse acid has been prepared• It melted at 15^ 0 
with bl&cfcenlng and evolution of gas.
I j'j) ■
It was easily soluble in alcohol. Ethyl.seleninic acid has been
q a
prepared {is.p.47 c). n-PropyHm.p. 75 o) and n-butyl seleninlc acids . j
have been prepared.
© i
Benzene seleninic said had m*p. 134-135 c. Recently this
compouned was prepared by Bees, Cull inane and Busts erer (J., 1939,131}.
©
They obtained It yellow needles sup. 124 c. m-Hltro phenyl {m.p.136-
© . © 0
*57 c)* .broso-phenyl Cdeeomp* at 13? e), o-(is.p. 126-13? e),
© ©
171 cl* and m-{ m.p. 119*130 c)tolyl aeleninic acids are Known-.
0
Acetaialdophenylseleninlc acid became brown at 200 c and melted at
© s
209 c with decomposition. o-(%»#ecomp. at .135 cl• and m-Cdeeomp* at
■ © ©
14.0-14? c}». xylyl and .benzyl {m.p. 33 c) ..seleninic acies are Known.
All selenlnlc.acids are generally insoluble in cold water and solu­
ble in.hot water. .
© . .
n-Butyl tellurinlc acid decomposed at 220 o and was Iniolble
in water and:organic solvents (Balfef.Cha.plin* and Phillips {loc.
cit.) .n-Amyl tellur in ic anid decomposed ■ at 2-00 c and was insolble
in water and organic solvents (present Investigation)..
a
Benzene tellurinia acid sintered at 205 c and melted at 2!0«
21i°o» It was insolble In,ordinary, solvents but was easily soluble 
In acids and alh&Xis.
There -Is* therefore, a considerable amount of evidence that 
the tellurInic acids in their insolubilities and lacK of true melt­
ing points are in sharp contrast to toe fusible and soluble suiphinto 
acids.-
i) \sithuuii xu A x  jJi?
III iliS IE D BQlMHlLltlEo
Sulphuric acid frees#8 at 0 c. The
a
trloxide {SSOa#K£0} melts at to c. Sulphuric
ohydrat© of sulphur
id ia mlsiclble with
water in all proportion.
Anhydrous selenic acid has been prepared In crystalline* 
form. It Is Soluble In water In all# proportion and its Biel ting
soluble in water. They have no .melting pftlnts. The erthotelluric
on Bunsen ' flame. The - l?itte^ -!;d#hfd^ Svtl©iiv.cprre.spoa.da -with the trans*^ 
of orthotellurlc acid to tellurium dioxide.The metatellurlc acid 
is also first converted into tellurium trloxide and then tellurium
dioxide when strongly heated.
C The above data have been gathered from Me11ore- Inorg.Ches.
The contrast between the properties of sulphuric# selenlc, 
and telluric acids thus resemble that between eulphlnle,aelentnle»
pointed out that telluric acid Is complex polymerised substance.
So the analogy between the inprganic and prganio acids of sulphur, 
selenium» tellurium lends support to the suggestion that will be 
made In Section III. that the alkyl tellurinic acid has a complex 
structure.
has beer, given from 
Telluric act
2 o by different authors.
*» known as nets-telluric acid } ia fair
soluble In water. Orthotellurlc acid { H $ T e G * i s  also fairly
acid loses two molecules of-water when, heated between 140 to 16# e.
a
It loses 17 per cent of water at 170'e and 30.3 per cent when heated
i l - V  '-S V i  '4* I  <r->> A- WV • _* V „  *  -s -fc. Jl. 4k , « . u  US <»>. 8 JL. t  ^  X . ., Jl ^    "
id from Vol.XSulphur!
34?; Telluric acid from Vol.XI
nd tellurinic acids. It may be recalled that Patry (loc.cit.)has
(41)
SXCIIGK III. EXPEiUJUSKf 3 OS XHK OXXBAflOli OP AmtTe AISD 
Oif ub&jtQv&D&Qj? i)kjilV&D ‘rH&EiiiFHCM #
^ A lM lM A U iM t m L U M m iU U  COMPOUNDS,
jhslfe, OhEpxiii* End Philj.ips prepared the ethyl
eater of di-n-butyltelluretin© bromide, a crystalline substance 
a
m r *n & m.p.63 a. They tried to prepare a telluretlne by the inter­
action of broiBaoetlc acid with' di-n-butyl telluM.de but could not
get a solid compound and there was not even any sign of interaction* 
As no solid compound could be obtained from the interaction of fercm-
acetic acid and dl-fe- butyl telluride, so they pointed out that it
vy not© : fi '
mas teresting to/that tellurium deviate a from the periodic grada­
tion in the ease with tehtch bivalent oxygen,sulphur, and selenium 
became quadrivalent*
So no attempt has been made to prepare a telluratin© from 
bromacetic acid and di-n-amyl tellurid©.The less tendency to become 
quadrivalent on part of tellurium specially when the number of carbon 
atom increases in the ally! group is deduced from the following con­
siderations .
Recently Bird and Challenger (J., 1939,i6d) prepared sprne 
te Huron! urn compounds, (1) ethyl ester of dimethyltelluretine bromide
Q 8
m.p. 137*3 0 , (2) phenycyldl-ffiethyltelluronium bromide m.p. 90-9 i e,
(3) benzyldi-methyltelluronium picrate m.p. 121 c. It could be seen 
that these compounds had melting points higher than the corresponding
butyl compounds of Balfe* Chaplin, and Phillips who prepared { I). I'
II ■ ^
ethyl ester of dl-xi-butyltelluretlne 'bromide ®.p.63 o, (2) phenaeyl f
& il
&i-b-butyl ie Huron ium bromide m.p.3? c, (3) 1-senthy 1 ester of di- j;
s f.:
n-butylt@lluretin€ bromide m.p.po e.Tiie bfctyl compound a in turn
have higher melting points than the corresponding amyl compounds
of the present investigation. • !■
Althougikthyl ester of di-n-amyl tel lure tine bromide .was a
solid but the melt ins point was very low (po^ c). 1-Heathy 1 eater of
dt-nSamyltellur©tine bromide was obtained in a semi solid condition
and could not.be induced to cry stall ice. .Phenaeyl&i-n-amyltelluronfc-r j
3 :j
urn bromide had m.p. 84 c and it decomposed to a red liquid on Keep- j
Q I
ing. I© thy ldl-n-sioy 1 tellur on ium iodide had also low mg? 1 tingC f 0 c) j 
and the yield was very poor.
In contrast with the results of other dl-al&yl diModidesf • 
dl-iodides from di-n-amyl tellurl&e and ethyl ester of dl-n-
ampltelluroglycollio acid could not be obtained in solid form. :!
Also it is to be noted that the -quadrivalent telluronlum |
i
• i
compounds decompose on heating producing bivalent tellurium compounds ■ 
and &lfc$l* halide a under high vacuum.
fj
BXVAIXuvp Xi^ LiLuKXUli wQAPQIaDB OBXAXBiA) bX Mlib Xi -■*. .L XjbGOB —
.POSXtlOH Ojj' XHi. iibAX&ViikUaiX 1 uHOis X Um  GoMlOun.m.
The compounds, ethyl and 1-menthy 1 esters of teller©bind M
bromide and phenacyldl-n-amyi tellurohturn bromide on distillation
under reduced pressure, underwent thermal decomposition, The first
product which cams over at H e e . pressure was dt-n-amyl bromide in
all cases. The second products were bivalent tellirlum compounds
§
which wre all liquids with boiling points between ?o to s at 2 m
pressure, t>i-n-amstlteHuron!urn compounds decomposed very easily to
give amyl bromide in all cases, Di-n-but y11 e1luronium compounds &J/g
and
(Balfe, Chsplin,/Phllllps* loc.cit#} underwent similar decomposition
giving n-butyl bromide as the first product. It is noticeable that
. whenever "decomposition tool: place, one of the alkyl group always
combinod with halogen atom and broke up as
n-Am v  + ✓'CHgOOOSt 
.... --rx . - n-AoBr * n-AmfeC^CO^Et.
/n-Am’/* * ' " Br ;
It never broke as
n-Aa i -f h  CHgCODSt
BrOHgCOgEt * Aro*Te
n-Ara ^  Br -
It has been observed that when a compound of the type 
KjBgRaTeX was heated, it tended to break down in such a way that 
the halide KAX posseasing the lowest boiling point generally came 
over. If RxRgPvS three alkyl or aryl groups or one of then is acid,
ester or ktonic group then only the bromoconpouna of that group
would come over which had the lowest boiling point. This provides
agood method for the preparation of alkyl telluride.
Inthe case of p-tolylselenoglycollic acid dlbromide it de-
composed smoothly into p-hroz&ofcele&otoluene and broemcettc scid. 
Also di-ptonyl selenoxi&e dibro&ide {Kraft and-Lyons, Ber., !Bp4^
3?,t?6t) was found, to decompose in to bromo- £1 -pheny 1 seieni&e.. and 
hydro bromic ©old. ’ 4-Aceta®ido-d!-phenyl eelentde dl-bromMe CGay- 
thwaite,Kenyon, snd Phillips J., 193 d ,2288) decomposed into - 3:5(?) 
di-bromo-4-acetsmido-di-phenyl seleni&e and hydremic acid*A-
fhenylmethyl selenlde hromo-iodide m &  phonylethy1'selenide 
Si-bromide decomposed into 'bromoselenobemzene and -methyl iodide In 
the former case and ethyl bromide in the latter case (Misrda, G-ay- 
thw&i te,Kenyon * Phillips,J., 1928,2293)
The bivalent tellurium compounds pbtained after thb decom­
position had far less obnoxious odour than that of the dl-n-sjsyl 
tellur Ids'. They were read U y  oxidised even when left exposed to the
air. Some oxidation products by &kr and hydrogen peroxide will be 
o»
described Iter. When methyl iodide was added to these bicovalsnt 
compounds with a view to prepare quadrivalent tellur on Iuib compounds 
with asymmetric tellurium atom, viscous reddish liquids resulted
which could not be Induced to crystallise and was subsequently 
rejected.
•blbl Oi?‘ XHii X X u M  AMD i^ XVAl*Ll4X I’iiLLUH 10E CQMPOwIiD& 
2R&2ARE8 1M fHS PRL3RMI IBVX3X iGAIXOR .
From Be&gent Products Mo m.p. or b.p.
n-AB&Br K&OH+Rongollte A I -ac/t?ms(bp
TeAmi..,;- BrCHaCOeSt .. AmgfeGHgCOgEtC Br) II
Q
59 c (m.p.)
. Do v . BrCHBCO*CJ,*Hx* -AsgTeCKgCOgCj,9i*x ©i Br) III ■Semisolid
Do- ■ ■ BrCH^COPh -Aa«T*COFh(Br}. . IV OA 0 { Hi • ?) • )
Do • Mel •AmgXeteCI)• . . ¥ 70 c (n.p.)
T)n ■ HgGla AiSg 1’8 — r^igGlg VI partly molts
Do HgBr*
Hd*
AmgTo-^HgSr^ 
#~ „
ta,TSCH*CO. XHerbal AmXeCH^COgEt
Q'EfcC Br) decomposition
Am^TeCH^GO. Bo 
OxaHx9(Br)
AE^feOHgCOPh Do
AmeTeCHfeCOeCiCHi& 
AaTeCHfiCOPh'
at SO Ctoartly
135 c
¥11 33 *c (m .p.}
VlJ Semi-solid
XX i40-!f>o e/Vfrnm 
(b.p.)
X 70-85®c/tTmm.
(b.p*)
I t2- U 5Sc/OlBE. 
(b.p.)
AmT«CH*CO. {PhCO)BOs
OiSt
AmXe(OGOPh)* CH* CO^St 
tert.-BuCl •. KaOH+Rongaiite ter t*-Su) 8te
XI
XIX 77-78*0 (c.p.)
XXXI Unstable
’ It is seen from the table'' 'that'' 'the quadrivalent telluronlus,,-.
■ ■ o
compounds' III* VIII w b b o semi-^lid and decomposed when attempts ffere
made to distill them in vacuum. Xhe other quadrivalent telluronium
£ . fcoijfits
compounds IX,IV ,V',XII, although' they wre solid, had low melting* Air 
the bivalent tellurium compounds were liquids of high boiling points 
and they were very easily oxidisable. /
K
(465
m
QXIBA2X03 PRODUCTS.
The oxidation products of the present investigation were ob­
tained from, similar bivalent tellurium compounds with similar oxidi­
sing agents as by Balf e, Chaplin, and Phillips Cloc.elt.). they were 
also- ex&eld&d■In the same way as by B&lfe, Chaplin, Phillips but 
equivalents could not he done as end points were very unsatisfactory 
except fen; the case of n-smyltellurlnlc acid, ...
fhe following oxidation products were obtained in the present 
investigation.
from He agent Produet ho Decomp, temp
TeA&a Air AsuTeO.Ofi I 3 HO® Q
Bo H*0* 3Am#TeO.AmTeO.OH II 144 e (ffi.p. 
with docomp)
Do HgOgin ace- Do II !5ice C do)
tone
Do tffiQ. Hydroxy-ni tr ate (?) first formed,..recon­
verted intofeAm2.
l)o
Bo AmTeO.OH
Chlorssin T Bo
AmTeCHgCOgKt Air 
■ :Bo" ' Hs0{
• Amf eCHfe.COs. Air
,-"t :£?
I 
. I
AnTeO.OH ' I
AmTeO. CKS COe. St. 2 AmT e Ofe H III 
AmfeO.OH I
Do
Product during pret 
. .AsufeMeCD
AmfeOCHg0OsCiOHAd 
■ 6AjnTeO. OH
AmTeO.OH
TV
ioo
Bo
Bo
Bo
Bo
190.eCmeltec 
with decom.J
Sac o
It will be seen from the table that all the oxidation proaeti
( 4?)
Q
decomposed at about 200 c except in the sase of Hand H I  when they 
m elted w ith  p a r t ia l  decomposition. In  the  case o f o x id a tio n  w ith  
nitric acid h y d ro x y -n it r a te 'was probably formed but it reconve rted  
Into- original d i-n -a m y l t e l lu r id e  when a ttem p t was made to get It 
In pure c o n d it io n  for I t s  fu r th e r  s tu d y . The compound IIw as  so lu b le  
In some o rg a n ic  s o lv e n ts  and In  s o lu b le  in o th e rs . O ther oxidation 
products I , I I I  IV  were insoluble In o rg a n ic  solvents.
The 'fo rm a tio n  of n~&myl t e l l u r l r i i c  a c id  can be e x p la in e d / 
by a#dumlng that the dl-n-amyX t e l l u r id s  o r  the o th e r 'bivalent tel­
lurium compounds were converted In to  the correspond ing  te l lu r o x id e  
by air cr other oxidising agents and then Into n-am yl te llu ro -a e rc a p -  
tan and n - v a le r ic  -aldehyde o r  some o th e r aldehyde of the  type OHC.- 
COgSt.The formation of an aldehyde was suggested by the change o f  • 
colour o f -the persangat© solution kept in a test tube th rough  which 
adr:*.twhMbvprevtdusly passed: through another test tube 'c o n - ta in ln g  
d l- n -a a y l t e l lu r t d e ,  was passed. On further oxidation the t e l lu ^ o -
m ercptan was converted into t e l l e r I n l c  acld.
T h ls .view  is  - supported from the fo l lo w in g  consideration.
Most aryl sulphide can bo c o m b e d  into the corresponding sulphoxlde
by the action of. hydrogen peroxide .In glacial acetic acid (Ctazder and
Smiles J.»toobygx,1333)»; But under similar condition many alKyl
su lp h id e s  g ive ,.su lphox idss . w hich Im m edia te ly  decompose inwo a lb y l
ia©F cap ta n s  and slde^ ydesCPoiEia' and A ch e rt » Ber»* 19o3 ».56»5a^)»
Smyth. {J.* -1 $09*95*355.355) found that son. sulphuric acid
had no action, on di-benzyl su lp h o x ld e . On warming gently th e  alphoxid<
dissolved and It could be recovered unaltered by pouring the solution
Into water. From this it seems th a t  su lphox ldea  are ©ore stable than
selenoxides and; telluroxides.He also,' by the action of hydrochloric 
acid on d 1 h m  zy I sulphoxide, obtained benzaldetiyde- and benzyl me r - - 
captan along with other products. He explained the formation of th@s< 
products by assuming that the -sulphoxide in solution, under certain 
conditions, con exist in two forma , inone of which the oxygen is 
united with the sulphur and in the other with carbon. These two Keto* 
and enolic • forms are mutually convertible thus: 
dig PhSOCli fi Ph £=* HOCHPHSCHg, Th 
Increase of temperature and decrease of water concentration favour 
the enolic modification. -
4L-
3hrln/r, Stuck, and Jorison {J., Am. Chem. See., 1930,32*? 
2026} found that aulphones and dlsulphoneswith methylene group adja­
cent. to It behave11he the enolisatlon of a methylene group adjacent 
to a carbonyl group. They found that, this hind•of sulphones and 
disulphones dlaso-lve- In caustic • sods solution, react with metallic 
aodium and sodiumethoxl&e and the■dlsulphonescan be alkylated.
. ■ Connor,Fleming and Clayton (J. 4©. Ghem. Soc., 1936, U 3°) 
found that benzylp-tolyl sulphone underwent Michael condensation. 
They were able to condense benzylp-tolyl sulphone with benzyl aeeto- 
phenone and thus obtained ajf compound 
C6HsCIICHgSOC6H5
' n 13 laqn (* tar rni n
They observed that the enol form, of sulpnones need not be Involved 
with the assumption that sulphur expands its valence.shell.
Punuserer (Ber., V;.-ort2 ,2382} ; 1910,4^1404} found that 
pheny 1 aulphoxyac«tic acid decomposed into thlopnenol and glyox&lie 
acid..
(4 9 / !|
- C«HsSOOH#COgH — >  CeH6SH * 0:CH.GO»fl. |
He also obtained a-'acetojcyphenylthio-acetate, SPhCK{OAc} • CQgEb by 'H
i
heating,ethylphenylsulphoxyao*tate • Ph30CHg.QQ0Et with acetic anhydri­
de. He suggested that the characteristic of these reactions was 
migration of the oxygen from the sulphur to the carbon atom*
Lars son and Jons son (Ber, » f365) observed that, there.
Is one general behaviour for the thionyl compounds of the type 
RCHgSQE*. By the action of the reagents for example hot hydrochloric 
acid, theyare easily decomposed into the sereaptan R*SH and the alde­
hyde ECHO. They suggested that the flrgt step of thecleavage of a 
thionyl compound tabes place in a way that the oxygen was attached 
to the carbon atom thus:
' EOHgSOR* — £ RCM;OH) uE* RCBOeR* 3H.
There is therefore much evidence in favour of the type of 
decomposition wnlch are suggested below. It is suggested that the 
di-Ss-aayi telluride Cr***GeHA1}aTewhieh went through intermediate 
stages involving enolisatlon and migration. of the hydroxy group.
tv- - ' ■' '-•■ ■ - -
• n-GgHjATe-CHfi-n-C^H9 — > n-Cg.H^xTe^CHfn-C^H9
—  S':- DH
n-CftHx j,Te.pi.n-C*H* — ■> n-CsHls.TeIi t . n-G^HaGH0,
■:h oh . '
Bajer and ?illigor (Ber., *990* 33* dpi, 1569) obtained a
definite though highly unstable peroxide pt bensyldehyde by the &-at4«
action of hydrogen peroxide on benz & Xdebyd# as a colourless ,-aryatsr-
crystalline compound having an acid character and. forming salts.
According to Engler and Weissberg (Krutlache Studien -uber die Vorgaiu<;l
B
der Autoxydatlon, Brunswick* 1904f p. 99] and Bach (Monit, Scletlf.t '
(SB)
1897* 493) and §tadlnger (Ben.* 1 9 0 , 46* 3530) it Is produced by 
addition of molecular oxygen followed by intra-molecular change. 
GeH&CH:0 — £ CeHB' D > CeH*qp.OH
' o  11
0
Benzoyl hydroperoxtde 
It may • be suggested fch«t the n-valeric aldehyde Is partly 
oxidised by the atmospheric oxygen or other oxidising agents into 
b-valeric acid and partly into an unstable hydroperoxide n-C*H». 
CH.0.OH. The hydroperoxide acts on (!) di-nSa&yl telluride and
Other bivalent tellurium compounds converting them into the corres- 
ponding'telluroxlde, %9) telluromercaptan convening It into n-amyl 
tellurInio acid and (3) another molecule of the aldehyde convetlnx 
it and itself into n-valeric acid. The telluro-aereaptan is also 
oxi&lsedjby sir or oxidising agents-Into a-amyl tellurinia acid.
The chemical equations can be written as follows:-
Cf) n^C*HtfC.O.QB*(n-C*HlA)fiT© - ftT©0+n-C*H»COQH.
{2} Sn-G4HsC.O*OiI * n—Ogh^^TeH » n—Ugii^^ieO.OH ♦ ^ n-C^ iigCOgii-
(3) n-C4H*C.O.OH * n-C*H*CHO « Sn-C^H^.'OH
(4) + 0* *= n-GsHiafed.OBI
The formation of n-valeric acid/ can be supporeted by the
work of Balfe, Chaplin, and Phillips (lpe..clt.). They oxidised dl- "1
o
n-butyltellur&de with hydrogen peroxide, reaved the oxidation producl
by filtration and obtained n-butyric acid from the mother liquor.
then some tellurinIc acid has been formed from the telluro- ] 
xBercapt&n, some of. the., telluroxlde molecule* probably Instead* • I
associates Itself with the molecules of tellurInic acid through :f 
oxygen-tellurium bond forming big complex molcules In which tellurina
becomes a decet. It has been stated that valence shells of groups 
of ten or twelve electrons may occur with elements of higher atomic 
number.
The cleavage of aryl sulpho&s by alkalis gives an exs.ip.pl© 
of decet formation in the esse of sulphur. Di-alkyl sulphonea yield' 
an olefin© and an alkyl, sulphinate. The di-aryl, sulphones decomposes ] 
into aryl sulp.hona.te and an aromatic hydrocrbon probably with the 
formation of an intermediate desret.
Alkyl:- •
0"
T _
R-S-CHfi.CKcll* (OH)
4^
o
't -
j V
*  Git, - - G 3 a n£ T' UgV»
0
Aryl:
0
T
« tr _ <2 _ ft u
4-
0
a
* (OH) HF,
0 _ 
t 7
®slls — *j>—0 
■Jr 
0
It Is suggested that tellurium with high atomic number Is 
c&pabale of forming decet8 in Its oxidation products. The complex 
molecule of the oxidation products of the bivalent tellurium con be 
explained on the assumption that two or more molecules ef them oom- 
bine to form unstable decets which desdoses at^the molting points.
The negative oxygen atom of Kg?e»^Q2 or Ke
- IK8T©-;0:T|xK or RgTe-IU!f OH
■
•Te •OH as a decet
In.this way several molecules join together,
■ This view Is supported from Patryfs work {Ccmpt. rend., 1935*
€
toi, ?t). He showed that the srtatellurle acid or its este& in aqueous- 
and alcoholic solution Respectively polymerises and fch gave allctellu
/  f- r% %  ;
\ /  ;.
. ;
I
ric acid (HgTeG^^as the Bame to th&s polymerised product. Although i 
he could not find out the value for n in the case of aliotelluric 
acid, he-found that its ethyl ester in ether or chloroform solutions! 
has the formula leO^(GfeHs)g ****. ■ I
The allotellurlc acid of Patry and the oxidation products of j 
the present investigation for examfle 3Amgfe0 ,AmTe.0H can be written j 
in the following two ways:-
__ _ Allotellurlc acid _ ^
4- ^  5 +
T« m '
/  \  l/\ J n / \
OH OH HO OH HO Oil
u w
r+/* i
TeUot Te^G: I if e^pQ 
/  
pAffigfed. AiufeO .OH 
Am Am' M  Am Am CM Am Am Am Am ' 
X  * /  A  /  1 \ X   ^ ^  ^ /
f a  0 : 1  T e - * 0 r  f I  r T e ^ 0 :  T®-pOL •' Jn •• 7 J •• j- ■
Te^O:- Te 0 *
HO OHHO OH
\ /
. - .  *■ *7V^Cl
Tellurium becomes tetra-covalent and paasesses a lone pair. '
It is also suggested that In certain cases the last oxygen atom com­
bines with the first tellurium atom to .form, a sort of rlmg compound. 
The formation of the ring compound may account for the undesirable 
result in the determination of the equivalent weight. Also the highly 
polymerised structure explains the low solubility and the InfusiMlty 
of the acids.
The present Investigation suggests that the complex and poly* 
merl&od oxidation products of the organic compounds of the bivalent 
tellurium are.similar to chelated compounds since they have a cyclic 
structure that arises through Intra-noleoulnr co-ordination in aS)S^« 
containing a donor and an acceptor centre. Tellurium acts as m  accep 
tor centre and.oxygen acts aa a donor centre.
DI-IUASSYL TiiLLtfRiaE.
All the compmm&s of the present^ work were obtained from 
&l-n?&myl telluride. It was prepared by a process similar to that 
used by T&chugaef and Chlopin (J.IJuss, Phys.Chem. Bos., 19*3, 47,
364; Ber.,1914, 4?, 1269) for the preparation of benzyl telluride 
and benzyl selenide from the solution of sodium ielluride and sele- 
nlde respectively with that of benzyl chloride.
Techugaef and Chlopin heated tellurium wito/ an alkaline 
solution of sodium hyposulphite* But the’ extreme instability of 
the hyposulphite and sodium telluride made it difficult to prepare 
sodium tellurlde in large quantities.They found that a good yield 
was pbtalned by using Hongollte (sodium formaldehyde sulphoxylate} 
Instead of sodium hyposulphite and by carrying out the operation
- '••r - .* •/■ -
in a current of hydrogen. Half e, Chaplin? and Phillips (loc.cit.) 
prepared di-n-butyl telluride by similar method.
Sodium telluride was prepared by the action of ten per cent 
solution of caustic soda on metallic tellurum in presence of Kongo- 
liteln an atmosphere of coal gas. The reaction may be represented 
by the following equation;
HaSO.OCHgOH * TI + 321aOH * NsftTe + Ha*SO* + 3H*0. 
n-Ampl•bromide in alcoholic' solution was then added drop by drop 
from a tap funnel to the red solution of sodium-telleride when the J
j
following reaction took place. j
' 2n-CsHi3.Br + Ka*Te * {R-a5Hi3J sTe* .]
The di-n-amvl tellur ide was very unstable andhad an unbear- 1
Atn-Ji
able .Although It was kenft in an atmosoher^of eaal gas, oxidation<r%
product- separeted after -a few days. j
QUADRI-VALEUT fEUJMmim COMPOuRBS.
. . J , KTHXL ESPPE QF M^II^YI^ELLuREXlRE BROSIP1.
Brosacetio dater was added to di-n-amyl tellurl&e In melecu-
lar proportion, k'uoh heat was developed and the product set to a whit©
a
mass. It was soluble in organic solvents and had m.p.50 c. From 
analysis it agreed with the formula A%TeCHgOOsEtCBr). The halogen 
was very easily precipited from the aqueous solution by silver 
nitrate solution.
2 . 1-Kenthy1 ester of di-n-amyl telluretlne bromide.
1-Ienthyl bromac state was added, to di-n-amyl tellur Ide In. 
molecular proportion when a pasty mass was formed with the evolution 
of heat but it could not be obtained, in.crystalline form.
It-, is to be noted that 1-menthy1 ester of di-n-fuayltelluret* f 
ine bromide maa insoluble in water ..while the corresponding ethyl 
ester was soluble in warm-.;water. •
S. PHEmcXLDX*21 -AMYLTSLL0R02IIUM BROMIDE.
It was prepared by the action of & -bromoacetophenone on dl-
n-amyl tellur!d# in molecular proportion. A solid mass was formed
with theevolution of heat. It was insoluble in organic solvents ex*
o
pept ether end petroleum ether and had a sharp melting point (84 c).
The compound decomposed after a few weeks with the formation 
of a reddish liquid.
Another big lot was prepared to obtain products by thermal 
decomposition. When the-mixture of dl-n-amyl teliuride- and AJ-broso- M
,[ i
acetophenone set to a solid mass, it was found that considerable 11
I
portion of It remained insoluble in alcohol. The alcohol insoluble N
: i
i I
portion was r©crystallised from acetone and watsr (3gr.}. Although M 
the substance was soluble in some of the organic solvents and con­
tained traces of halogen after purification, it seemed tobe an ox id j1 
atIon product. It decomposed at 1?3§o (Pound; C,2p«86; like
an oxidation product.lt was soluble In caustic soda solution from ;j 
which it. reprecipitated #ien acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid ;j
i ?
Its constitution was not determined. !i
;  i
f:
4. MTH¥LDI-lI-A^ILISllJU:iOhlU2l IODID&. |;
Methyl iodide was added to- di-n-amyl telluric!© In molecular j 
proportion which resulted in the formation of a syrupy mass with  ^
slight -'evolution of heat. It remained so for about two months without 
solidification even when cooled. It was then extracted with dry 
ether when it mostly wont into solution except some white amorphous i
j.
f
solid.. I]
- This solid was • insoluble in water and organic solvents and ■, 
contained no halogen. In analytical results and other characteristie .j 
it" agreed with the formla AmTeO.OH. It Is suggested that V m  di-n- <i
- I’
-amyl'telluride «&ioh was not acted upon-by the methyl Iodide was |
|
converted Into xi-amyl tellurlnlc sold by the action of the atmosph©~ i!
ric oxygen. ' f
!
The etherial extract was kept for two days.into an open co- |
nIcalflask whin the ether-evaporated off. But again an oil was ob­
tained* :lt m m  treated with light petroleum ether and filtered.
A white crystalline solid remained on the filter paper. It was solu­
ble in water and organic solvents except light petroleum ether. 
Silver nitrate solution precipitates.silver iodide from the aqueous 
solution of - the;compound and It had a sharp melting point {70%}.
It is Interesting to note that the corresponding, methyl 
di-n-butylt©Huronlum. iodide preparedk&y Balfe, Chaplin,land Phillip* 
(loc.cit.) had as high a melting point as 159wor
, jJxjaMtpix 1* ui? A/X.nXiii'iO/vX B— oBXtOljLil G ndB#
Ethyl ester of the n-azayXtelluro-glyeollic acid mas added 
to hens y-V peroxide in cfl-loroform solution* Awhit© amorphous solid 
was obtained which'was twice reeryfctftlllsed from alcohol and water.- 
It was soluble in organic solvents except petroleum ether and had
&.p*:??~73*c.
The other oxidation products obtained in the present invests 
gation had no melting'point. Post'of them-decomposed at the melting 
point leaving a black residue at the bottom of the melting^tube.
So this seemed to be different from the other oxidation products 
as regards its solubility and melting point. It was found from its 
analysis that it corresponded tothe formulae! the dlbenzoate of 
c^ihydjCoxy n-amy 1 te 1 luro- glyco 111 c acid Am!e(OH)sGHaCOemb that is 
to say that it was a compound of te'lluroniua type which it resembles
in melting point and solubility.
attempt was made to prepare the dlhy&roxjde by the hydro-
ki
Ais, It
lysis of the dlbenxoate with B sodium hydroxide Bolivtion but a comp­
lex mixture was obtained from which no pure aubstailoe could be iso­
lated*
■ Chaplin (Thesis, London, 1936) oxidised 1-menthyl n-butyl 
telluro-glyoollate with benzoyl perox u, ciX-i- u obtained a compound 
with the empirical ..formula G^B^O^fc- fo^y gave it the constitution 
BuTeC OB) {QOCCgHg) .08*000**11** .C«HeCOOK and explained themechanIsa
of tbe reaction in the following manner*
* ’The mechanism of the formation of the oxidation compound 
Is that probably per benzoic and benzoic acids i*re first formed by 
the hydrolysis of the benzoyl peroxide, thus:-
G«H,CV
0 OH
* . 1 . . •
G H •
f* £! f*V/ 42 1 * g
%0
and that trie per benzoic acid then converts the ester to the correspo 
n&ing telluroxi&e* thus:-
o +•
Bu T© Cn^CO*wj, 9 ■*• CgBg G *0 *0n ~ bu ^ e G O & r CgftgUUgH •
" Q.
This telluroxide however is &ot isolated as such but salt formation
occurs between toe basic telluroxid# and the two molecules of benzole'
acid present.* *
The present investigation is of opinion that the benzoyl
peroxide did not hydrolyse because the reactions both in the case
of n-butyl and s-amyl tellurium compounds were carried out in chlorofi
fora solution.
.According to the electronic theory of valency the formula
(58)
H :
for hydrogen peroxide is in which one oxygen atom - is bivalent'
and the central oxygen atom Is quadrivalent.When it oxidises a
substancet it loses one atom of oxygen and is itself convet&d into
water.
P ' j' ■ ■ -
“\r
^0-*0 = HgO.
■■■ H "* ' ' CeHgCO +. _ _
If benzoyl oeroxid© had the similar formula \0-4,o,
• ■ —  C«HsC0
then a telluroxlde is expected iron a bivalent tellurium compound
by Its oxidation with benzoyl peroxide. But there Is much evidence
against making thecentral atom quadrivalent. Benzoyl peroxide as
well as ethyl peroxide on reduction with platinum and hydrogen in
cold ye!:Id benzoic acid and ethyl alcohol (Wtllatatter and Hanen-
stein, Ber., toco ^39) * lb is, therefore, argued that the fc
C6H sC0.0 C*HeCQx+ _
formula of benzoyl peroxide should b© CeH8G0.5 and not CeH6C0-8-^0
since the latter would' give rise to benzole arid, not the
acid. The mechanism of the reaction may fee interpreted thus:-
0§HS CO-O H C#H,C0.CH •
- j...... . ■ : -
0«H&C0-0 H O6H5;G0.0H
Bivalent tellurium compound ia highly oxidiaable i.e. it Is
& deducing agent like hydrogen or platinum, Under the influence of •
this reducing agent the benzoyl peroxide ia split up into m  anion
(oxygen atom octet) and a nation {oxygen atom sextet). The Kation and
snlon thus activated combine with the tellurium atom, the former fey
semipolar double bond and the latter fey electro-static attraction.
0 ^ H 6j G 0 ** 0
I
CsHsC0-0
+
A m  1 Q-jcQO •GgHg j Ais -f- . 0  * C O  * G  ^  rf
f I •*  ^ J  Th-5,
E t0 s0 .cga/  POVCO.C.H,! EtOgO.CHy '(b.C0.C«lQ
• L -  U  nttenxoata of the  d l-hV rDib z e h i-hydroxy 
ethyl n-amyltelluro-glycollate
 j
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B M  ALEUT t U J M R i m  GQMPOUMS Obl'AIi^D BY TH£ SHJ&BAL BEGQU- 
. PObiXxOis OF TH& ^UAjQRIVa U sMT XjnLLUitOiiluM OOMPOUIIDS#
I .  -SfHXL ESTER OF U-AMXLTELLUEO-QLXCOLLIQ ACID,
;.• .; Ethyl- ©ater of &i-n-amyIt©llureii#nebro&ide was distilled
under-.-reduced pressure,: n*Amyl bromide came over between 4.0.-43 e/f? I 
Mii* mnd--ethf lv*bBt«i of n^aa.fltolluro-glyo;Oll::io^aold ; between 14-3-. 
14?;ro/t7mm. It was're&istilled- .once more at 2qmp. pressure. and twice 
< 1mm.pressure when it had b.p. 84-SB c•
It was light yellow liquid and had leas disagreeable smell 
than di-n-amyl tellurid©. It was soluble in organic solvents but 
insoluble In- water, acid and alkali as is expected in the case of 
esters. It deposited white oxidation prodcts when - kept In cotact 
with sir.■ Ta& oxidation prodots will be discussed later.
2. 1-tfEHXHYL ESTER OF ii-AMXLTEU/ORQ-GLYGGLLia ACID.
l~Menthyl ester of n-*£yltelluretine bromide, which could net
be induced to crystallise, was distilled at a reduced pressure.n-
#■
Amyl bromide same over between' 50-55°c/tSrio,.The second distillate 
(b.p. 78-35° c at 2mm.) left some residue in the distill inf flask.
The distillate thus obtained was impure 'l-JB«nthyl ester of n-aisyl 
telluro-slycollie aoid,AmTeCH*COftCiCHie. It deposited white oxidation'
product when bent in contact with air.
QZiD&Zim PRODUCTS
? *11-AMYL ThLLtiRlUlG ACID.
Like n-butyl t@llur.inic acid of B&lfe, Chaplin, and Phillips 
{loe*clt.) ,ri~&i£yX -tellurInto acid of the present investigation 
obtained from different sources was white■amorphous powder,InsoIble 
in water* and' organic solvents and so could not.be purified. It was, 
however, readily soluble in dilute caustic al&alis'and repreciplta- 
ted by dilute acids.-
amyl telluride in colour and characteristic smell deposited at the 
the upper and cooler part of the melting point tube. A solid bl&cK.
air was allowed to pass through it for about three weeks by suction !h;
the air which was a reducing agent and was being oxidised by the 
permanganate.
White amorphous solid deposited into the test tube contain-
ether and filtered. Ontesting it was found tobe di-n-amyl tellurinlc 1 
acid. I
It began to decompose at about 
tobe complete at
30 c and the decomposition 
0~e when reddish liquid resembling di-n-
reaidue resembling tellurium was left bebir The compound, when
boiled with water, gave no acid reatton with litmu
BL-n-amyl telluride was taken into a large test tube and
Br aline solution of.potassium permanganate. The permanganate solu
howing that something had been coming over withtlon. turned green
Ing di-n-aisyl tellurlde. It was then washed with light petroleum rb&sj1
{61}
(b) FKOK DI-ii-AMYL IELLURIOE AUD G itLAJiiAkiih  T . 
and
Clark?" Kenyon,/philltps (J.f 19^7# t39) represented chlora--' 
min T as having the following cost!tution,
■f* i*0 — 
f* tl V  &._ «r _•*? _ 1
+
* ?-! 3S
iniwhich Rais joined to H or either of the negatively charged sulpho- 
xyl oxygen atoms by electro-static attraction. According to these 
authors, sodium and chlorine, both leave chlGramin fmolecule as
Ions, nitrogen remaining as sextet. When the remaining portion of 
the moleail® joins with alkyl or aryl sulphide It does so by semi- 
polar bond.
•a++ u 4 .
r» »  t? id e v**P
kJ .
«*
. Bo chloramin twlth di-s-amglteiluride Is expected togtve & 
tellur 11 imine. Aqueous ’alcoholic (pOp.e,.) solution of ehleramin t 
and di-n-amyl tellurIde was refluxed on water bath when white amor­
phous solid gradually formed&nd settled at the bottom, this solid 
on examination was found tobe n-amyl tellurinlc acid, p-Toluene 
sulphonaiaide was Identified as bye-product.
In this reaction there wore two possibilities. ChloraiainT 
either formed tellurlimine with w  played as m  oxIdIaing to di-n- 
amyl tellur Ide. In the former-’'ease .the tellurilimine formed, under­
went hydrolysis into the telluroxids and p-toluenesulphonami de thus:
4-
A lS g l®  ■—"Ai'i o U g  U ijH fjr —* 1  e O  +  W ^ l i i^ ^ V g id ig  •
In the latter case chloramln T m&-& acted on by,,.water in presence of 
a reducing agent thus:-
.C7H,S06KCl(Ka} ♦ H*0 + R,I# * C,,H?SQ&l<ga + ,<i‘60
{63}
The telluroxide thus formed con-verted itself Into n-amyl 
tellurInic acid perhaps through toe mechanism which had been explain 
®& before*
.. (c}- Frors. 1-menthy1 n-amyltelluro-glycollate and. air.
. . The;.glycollate was Kept in contact with air for about a year 
Then it was washed .with light petroleum ether. In solubility, meltfca 
ins point-and the result of analysis, in© white solid thus obtained 
agreed with those., of n-amyl tellur Into acid obtained from other 
Sourcea.
(&} n-Amyl tellurinto acid was separated during the prepa* 
ration of di-n-amylmethyltellurontuis iodide and it has boon discri­
bed along with that compound.
(el n-Anyl.tellurInlc.acid was obtained when attempts were
made to prepare the fcydroxy-nitrate. It will be described later
with the -hydroxy-nttrats.
' ( f )  B‘siOM K ’X ' . H X b  A i s - t  A I * v .
The* glycollate was kept:In contact wita air for about a 
month. A white solid was formed which was washed with dry ether .
In melting point and solubility it resembled a-amyl tellarinlc &ndd 
It is suggested that the compound was 'n-aayl tellurInic acid.
(63)
2 . COMPLEX QXXDXTI0B PRODUCTS (AmgTeO)'3.AmTe.OH.*'
Bi-n-amyl telluride was treated with hydrogen -peroxide when 
a white amorphous solid was obtained. But when di-ife-amyl telluride 
was dissolved in acetone and treated with perhydrol, a highly cry­
stalline solid mass was pbtalned. At first it was thought that they 
-would - he two different compounds but after analysis it was found 
that they were one and the same product.
Both of them were insoluble In water, acetone and light 
petroleum ether and soluble in alcohol' and chloroform. They were 
insoluble in boiling caustic soda solution, they dissolved in alco­
holic caustic potash solution on warming from which they were repre-* 
cip1tatedwhm  made sold by dilute hydrochloric acid and dissolved 
again when luada alkaline by the addition, of the dilute cauatif soda 
solution, In explanation of this, phenomenon that they wore original^ 
Insoluble in the boiling caustic soda eh solution, it may be said 
that the chelate ring was broken by the warm alcoholic causticpotash 
solution and then behaved in the normal way.
They vary slightly In .their, melting, point.; The white -amor­
phous solid melted between I4c-t44°e with slight reddish colour
o
showing, a little decomposition which began to boll at 170 c into
o I
the melting point ‘tube. The crystalline mass began to. melt at ?52 c i 
with alight reddish colour* showing a little decomposition and eompls~X 
tely melted at t?0% when it began to boil. Neither any black resi­
due at the.bottom nor any reddish liquid at the upper and cooler 
part of the melting tube was noticed.
The pereintage of carbon and hydrogen were the same In both
compounds agreeing formula 
{•AmMTeO}' . .AmTeQ.QH.
flie percentage of tellurium was determined in the case of 
white amorphous solid and It also agreed with the same formula*
The constltutionof this complex product can bfe represented 
bya ring structure which has already beer* given dm^ig the general 
discussion In the case of the present compound* If it has -a polyme­
rised 'structure, the - polymers must be much smaller than in those 
caseo- where the oxidation product does not melt.
3 , COMPLEX OXIDATXOH PRODUCT, MTeOCfgCOe£t. 2(AmTeO.CH).
When the ethyl ester of n-amyl telluro-glyaollic acid was ' 
treated with perhydrol, a white solid came out with explosive 
violence * So the mixture waa treated with a mixture of -perhydrol 
and hydrgen peroxide * Awhlte amorphous solid came out which was 
filtered. It was '?nsoluble in water and organic solvents excepts 
chloroform. Its percentage of carfcon, hydrogen and tellurium was 
determined and it was found that the compound agreed with/ the 
formula ArleO.OH* OCR. Et. 3 (AmTeO .OH) .
As has been suggested before, the following formula<ssnbe 
given to this compound with oxygon as donor and tellurium as accepto 
centre and forming a deeet.
Am* ..^CH^GOOEt Am ■' CHa-CO*EtAi& OH A® OH
/ T e C  \ t X  ^  X  /  -
Am 0.. 9,. a® or T« ----- * 0 : Te— *0t Te— ^ 0 :
Vf"* rn'C /‘re ^
AflU' OH
LlKe other oxidation products this conpounflbegar. to decomposj
at about 200%  and finished at about 26o*o leaving & riddlsbr.liquid !; 
at the upper and cooler part of the melting po int tube and a bl&e&sii :ij
H
residue at the bottom. ■ .j
%
It was in-soluble in boiling caustic soda solution and In \ j 
alcoholic caustic potash solution when refluxed on the water bath :j; 
f or.. 1 t/2 ..hr. But it dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid on. - alight j
warming--. The . substance - was not pepreclpit&ted when netrallsed with |
!•
i
dilute caustic soda solution .From this it can be., suggested that the 
chelate, ring is brohen in acid solution ami when once the la brolien 
the substance readily dissolved in caustic soda solution*
, vOisFiutitaA UAXiai*. iOn livontwi., AmXeb * Cng COg gH^ g • 6AisTeO * Cd
1 white amorphous solid was obtained by oxidising the X-
9s
menthyl eater of ii-amgltelluro-glyallllc acid with hydrogen peroxide" 
•It was insoluble in boiling caustic soda solution but readily dissol­
ved In dilute hydrochloricacid from which It was reprecipit&ted ! 
by dilute caustic soda solution almost at the neutral point but 
dissolved again in excess of caustic sod%^olubion* This shows that 
the chelate ring firs t oroA© ifi s.c.lU. &oiui».i,on and then toe compound
went Into solution with the alhall.
$It melted at lyO c with decomposition. Determination of the 
percentage- of car bom and hydrogen showed that it agreed with the 
formula AmTSO. CHg. C08C* »• (A®T<80 *0H} B .
C66I
. 5 . ATTEMPTS TO PliEPAEE HXmQXX-MTHATE 
In the ease ofhoxidatlonby dilute nitric sold, the result 
obtained la different from that■obtained by Chaplin, Balfe, and 
FhlllipsCloc.eit.) * They obtained hydroxy-nitrate- of di-&-butyi tel-
lurl&e. In ..the present case &i-n~a©yi te&lurtd@ was heated with
dilute nitric acid wyer water bath for eight and half tmira. The
colourless oilforsed by the oxidation was extracted with ether and
the.ethereal extract was dried and concentrated on the steam btth
at atmospheric pressure. - r
During the concentration, reddish nitrous fumes were evolved
and some water separated from the solution. It was again dissolved
In ether and drledjf and vh&n • the .cce&ntration was con-tinued, under
reduced pressure on water bath at 30wc, water still separated and
sore nitrous fumes were evolved. The colourless oily residue gr&du-,
ally began to turn red.
The colourless oily residue was perhaps the hydroxy-nitrate
But it was veryn unstable, and recoverted into the original dl-n-
amyl tellurIde by slight heat. If it was a hydroxy-nitrate, then
umS
it should be soluble In dilute caustic solution * It insoluble in
but rapidly reddened by caustic soda solution. The caustic soda so- 
/
lution neutralised the nitric acid formed In the process of decompo­
sition of the hydroxy-nitrate and thus perhaps helped the decompo­
sition in the neutral media.
Caustic soda solution was then added to the whole lot and
the colourless oil turned red. It was again extracted with ether 
the ethereal extract was washed with water ami dried. The fehher
0^
(6?)
was then evaporated under reduced pressure when some reddish oil 
was left behind.The reddish oil was distilled wider reduced pressure 
and it was found to be dl«n«aayl telluride identified by its boiling 
point { !4o&c/1Sffiiu.} and characteristic smell.
After extraction with ether at the beginning of the experi­
ment, the residual acid solution was neutralised with dilute sodium 
hydroxide solution when a whit© solid precipitated. This solid was 
partially soluble in alcohol. It was well washed with alcohol and 
water when - a. blae&tah solid remained on the filter paper which was 
dried in a vacuum dessicator. In all its ..properties and the result 
of analysis it approximately agreed with those of n-amyl tellurlnic 
acid.
In the result of analysis it was found that the percentage 
of tellurium wag a-little higher'and those of carbonand hydrogen 
was a little lower than what should be in n-smyl tellurlnic acid. 
From this and the blachisli colour of the compound it is suggested 
that the oxidation has proceeded to such an advanced stage that 
some 2b6&&lllc tellurium has bison formed.
DOUBLE CGMPDUHDB <BF &ERCUHY M D  TELLURIUM.
?. Bi-n-amyl telluro-mercuri di chloride.
White crystalline product was obtained by adding mercuric 
chloride to di-n-amyl telluride both in acetone solution. It was• 
soluble in some of the organic solvents and insoluble In others. It. 
partly salted at 30 e and the other part decomposed at 135 c forming 
reddish liquid. Attempts were made to separate the two constituent 
but without any success.
hnO'M
2 .Bi-n-aisyl telliiro-mercuiHdi-ehiwlde.
Mercuric bromide dissolved in acetone solution was added to 
&i-n-amijl telluride In acetone solutlonln molecular proportion. 
Slight yellowish nice crystals separated. It was sluble in some of ' 
the organic solvents and insoluble in others. It was twice recrystal
lleed from the hot acctoneaolutlon when it had s.p. 88% .  From ana­
lysis it was found that it agreed with the formula AaiT©-.RgBra .' Zm
Cbd>
■ -• 3♦ Bi-n-amyl tellui*o-rner cur do.
Ho crystals were obtained by adding merer!a iodide to di-n- 
amyl telluride in acetone solution. A ihich reddish liquid was obtain 
edby distilling off the solvent which could not be induced to crysta­
llise. It decomposed on heating at I65*c/ ism. liberating dl-n-aoiyi. 
telluride and leaving mercuric iodide as residue.
/ (69) I
■ '  '  ■  :  j
01 -XEE'I rBUX’XL • TELLUEIDE. 'I
;
It has been stated above that- thepresent investigation la 1
of opinion that, instead of getting telluroxide or tellur one by the- :
oxidation of dl-n-smyl telluri&e or other bivalent tellurium compoundj
G
complex polymerised products are obtained. Bfore the' formation of the i- 
final product, a series of chemical reaction tahas place. In'these 
series of reactions, it,hag been estcd that the telluroxidea
formed are vary unstable and undergo enolination and migration of 
hydroxy group. -■ ' ' ■ p i
The alkyl group oan be so. oho -sen that both the carbon atoms
attached to the tellurium atom possess no hydroggn- atom to enolise
and to migrate. Let m  imagine that the telluroxliea thus formed D
has the formula as follows;* '
+ > H
K - C —  Je-Cc-R
R S  o R *:
where R is an alkyl groulasnd not hydrogen, in the above compound 
there Is no possibility of enolisation and it is- possible that once 
the tellur oxide has been formed it will insle- a stable compound. So 
ter.-butyl chloride was hhoaen tor the purpose. Attempts were made tov 
prep&rs di-tert*-butyl telluride fey the action of tcrt.-outyl chloria* 
on ’ sodium-telluride by the’ Bane^syrpu I n . the owpe of di-n-amfl
i 3
t e l lu r I d e *  '
The dl-tert*-butyl chloride thus obtained waa found to be 
very unstable compound. It was extracted with other from the original 
reaction mixture and the ether of the dried ethereal solution was 
distilled off. A reddish liquid was left buhina wheoft was supposed
to be &1-tert.-butyl -telXiirlde. It decomposed. Into metallic tellur 1- h
S'M&U
urn and a liquid with veryA amount of reddish precipitate• the liquid
was poured over and water was added to it when a bfownish solid
separated which gradually turned black. 5
;
the aqueous liquid had a characteristic sweetish smell. The 
brownish precipitate was filtered, washed and analysed. According to I: 
the result of analysis, this substance agreed with the formula 
w^HyTe.TeH or
A portion of the brownish precipitate was taken Into a pore©-:
lain crucible and heated. Hug© quantity of black fumea was given off
suddenly with very bad smell. The residue on the crucible, which
©cited with reddish colour in the flare and assumed yellowish colour |
when cooled was found to agree with trie behaviour of tellurium dioxio
In this connection it may be recalled that Morgjte and Dref
(J., 1925, 533) obtained hi-telluro-methane by reducing
methylenebis-teliuritrichloride with bisulphite. The dark brownish
red 4 itelluro-methane changed slowly mt ordinary temperature arid
rapidly at 40° c . It exploded on heating strongly. Both red and black
varieties reacts with bromine or chlorine to regenerate the original 
rreCX3
substance CKff . They suggested that the two varieties are poly-,.
rreci* 
meridea,(GHsT9g}x .
In the present case, although there was no explosive violence 
but huge quantities of black fuses appeared suddenly., Bo It la sugges! 
ted that the brown and the black varieties aroone End the aamo sub­
stance and perhaps polymerI&eg, IC*Hsfe-TeH} and perhaps these are 
the general properties cfi. alkyl telluri&es containing the group 
-Te~Te-.
In this connection it may be referred to that tellurium 
monoxide f©0 is a blaeK. spongy material resembling the bXacK variety 
of the present compound. It is possible that the blaoK. fumes given 
off were Te0.
C O R C L U S I O  3.
Aathe present, Investigation «as started to check. the result i!
! !
’hIXilps {loo.oitobtained in the case of di
a-butyl tellur Ida so close attention was paid to obtain similar
the case of n-butyl*--
the composition of the oxidation products of the present 
Investigation Is usually not far removed from what would be ex posted 
according to the conclusion reached by Baife, Chaplin, Phillips, 
but the agreement la not so close as should be expected inpur© |
products* Present work lend to confirm the Ir conclusions but indicate
!
thaVthe-oxidatioii products of- &1-alkyl tellurides may not.be expects 
ed to confirm as closely as they made out to the types of composition 
what ; they suggested* Tbejf analytical results of the oxidation product 
of Balfe, Chaplin, and Phillips and of the present investigation are 
given below.- :
and Phillips have similar physical and chemical
toh
elting points,insolubility £\ Sae^oxidatloa product
yl tellurinic
properties vi
of the present Investigation from all sources were n- 
acid.* - In the case of butyl compounds, ail air oxidation products 
were not’n-butyl tellurinic acid. As most of the oxidation products
set of compounds and compare their properties with those of Balfe, : j
Chapl in, . end Phi 11 ip a (loc. el t..
Ihe oxidation products .of the present investigation and those
id - n
 ' ; 
‘of the present work was n-emyl tellurinic acid, so it Is occluded 
that bivalent amyl compounds of tellurium are more oxId1sable than Ir
(7311
Balfe, Chaplin, Phillips 
Oxidation Products Observed Calculated
a H Te Eq.W t. C H Te Eq.Wt
I.BuTeO.OH (a ) 22.8 4 ,2 58.4 2$7 2g .1 4 ,6  5 8 ,6 213 j
(b ) 2 2 .7 4 .3 5 8 .2 216 Do 1j
I I .B u 8Te0.3BuTe08H 25-3 5-3 55 .8 3A3 26,4  5 .3  56.9 304
III .B u I8 0 .C H 8C0aE t(a l 25.3 
, 2BuTeOsE
4 .5 52.5 250 26.6 5 .0  53*0 241 |
{b } 25.9 5*2 53 «7 245 Do !i
IV . BuTeO. CH8 COB H 2 4 .4 
•2BuTeOaH
4 .6 55.1 24.2 4 .6  55.1
V.BuIeO.CHsGOaato H l8 3 9 .3  
•BuTeO.OH
6 ,4 41 ,8 184 39.1 6 ,5  4 1 .7 182
I
V I . 2BusTeO.BuTe08H 33-3 6 .3 52.1 721 3 2 ,8  6 .3  5 2 .2 732
P resent in v e s t ig a t io n .
C H Te Eq.Wt C H Te Eq.W t.
I.AmTeO.OH (a j. 2 7 .3  4*9 53.5 222 25.9  5 .2  55*5 231.5
fb |  26. 7 4 .8 5? *5 Do
( 0 ) 26. 4 5-3 Do
(A) 55 .4 Do
II .^ m 8TeC|AmTe08H (a | 3 8 .3 7 .3 45.1 38 ,8  7 .1  46 .8
(b ) 38 . 0 7.1 s°
III.AmTeO.CH8C08E t 2 9 . 
•2AmTeOaH
2 5-4 50.2 2 9 .8  5-1 50.9
IY. AmTeO.GHsCOgG10Hie 3 1,1 5 .6 31 .3  5 .7
-Quadrivalent tellurium compound s obtained by them were "'all
$
solid withf fa&rly &1* melting point© (60to 159 c)♦ In the present 
wor&, thrre.of them wore solid with comparatively low melting points 
on© of which decomposed after a fewsrse&a. The others were aeiaisolid 
and decomposed on he-atingundor feigh vacuum { 2\m.) . Bi-methyl and 
diethyl tellurcmlum dihalldes were obtained b y  Vernon {loc. c it,),
Brew (loc.clt.), and Lowry and GilbertCloc.cli.) in solid crystalline
and
state, Balfe, Chaplin,/PhiIIips {loc.cit.) obtained di-n-butyltellu-
ronium dihalides in solid crystalline atate. But di-n-amy1te Huronturn
dihalides were, not obtained In solid t m im. Double compounds of zinc, 
cadmium, and mere uribal.ides with ui&l&yl teljmrides were obtained 
in solid form-by the previous workers. In the present work the 
double compound with mercuric iodide was not/ solid mid the hydroxy- 
nitrate gea&ily decomposed as stated above.
From' the above con0i&ers tione, It ! s suggested that with 
the increasing number ofcarbon atoms in the alKyl group, the telluro- 
nium compounds becom#, comparatively unstable and more difficult to 
form.
{75 i-
E X P E R I M E N T A L ,
DI-b-AMYL XELLURXDE
Powdered teliur&um (3-15*) was' added to a stirred solution 
of caustic soda (5*S») and Mongol!te (66g.) in water(450c.o.J con­
tained in a 3-naKed f la sic billed with an • atmosphere of coal gas
and warmed on a water bath*
n~A$yi bromide (69g. in 300a.e. of ethyl alcohol} was slowly 
added under reflux with stirring and the current of coal gas feeing 
passed through the apparatus. The reaction mixture was diluted with 
900c.a. of water and then extracted with ether. The ethereal extract
4 *was washed with wajrer and dried with calcium chloride, /ether wag-■§- 
dlstilled off. The residue (cli-n-anyl telluride) was distilled 
under reduced pressure by water pump and then again under high 
vacuum. It was stored under coal gas {yield-35g.). It had b.p.
118.5-<Acvo/rhsifi* s 130 o/«2i£ffi,, oh-!00®o/giin (Found: Te,45.?
C1§HggTi requires Te#&7.3>•
(76)
UETHXh M-jmiJSElMlWIW IODIDE.
. I
Methyl iodide(2-7g.* t mol.} was added to di-n~amyl bromide 
C?*5S“»^  mol.) wfeina syrupy mass wag pbtained. It was washed with 
ether. A white solid remained on the filter paper which was found
i
to be an oxidation productand shall be deal w *t it a in a separate
section. The ether washings were Kept for frwo days. The ether evapo-
e
rated off Itself. The smisilld mass was treated with right pet. 
ether and filtered. • A white • solid remained on the filter paper ■(
( »6g.) . It was soluble in water, alcohol, chloroform, ether,.: and 
acetone, Silver nitrate solution precipitated silver Iodide from
o
the aqueous, solution of the substance. It had m .p. 70 c-
ETHYL ESTER.Of B1 -E-AMYLIEIJUjKGEIUE BROMIDE. '
5-3 e.s.' of hrosiacetio ‘eater' C I mol.) was added to !2g. of 
dl-n-amyl tel lurid#- {tool.)• The. mixture set to a solid muss with 4?fe 
the• evolution of heatr It was Insoluble in cold pet. ether and 
water‘but soluble in•hot'pet. ether and hot water . It was also sold 
ble In ether, aceton#, alcohol, chloroform, benzene, and carbon
tetrachloride. It was're crystal Used from hot pet. ether. It had
Q
IB.p. 3D Q 
Br,f8.3)*
©
m.p 50 c i, Found: Te28*9i Br, 17*7 Ci4H^feOsBr requires fe,2 9.T;
£
Amlxture of 1-iaenthyl hrom&cet&te (7*3$*^ t mol.) and di$ 
n-amyl tslluri.de { taol.} reactafcdd to form a semi solid masi
(77 i
with. the evolution©f heat. It. was soluble In acetone and alcohol- 
and insoluble in otherorganie..; solvent a. All attempts to recryst&lllse
It failed. It was distilled under reduced prw -ize when it decompos-
* —®- I
Into h-amyl bromide coming oyer between S0*5p. e lb.p. I *o c/ToOns.)
and a second oil probably 1-menthy1 ester of n-amyXteliuro-slyeoIlia,
acid coming over btween 73-35 c/ITmm.
dl-rtfftisiyl tellurids (t mol.) when the mass became yellow solid with j 
the 'evolution of heat. It was insoluble in ether and pet. ether j
and soluble in' other organic solvents." It was washed with light j
petroleum ether and'recrystallised from acetone and water{yield- ?
XLiEiimobiu
3 .3g. of bromo-acetophenone Cl mol.) was added' to" 4.56* of
3*5g.) It had’is. p* '84 c and, decomposed on Keeping for a, few wee&a. 
When distilled under reduced pressure it decomposed into n-amyl -ba^ se 
bromide coming over between. 8o-82 c/f2mm. (b.p. 128 c) and a heavy 
iXLTELLUaOACJST.
over betw
:.,^ thyA ester of .dl-n-amyltelluretlne ..bromide decomposed on
distillation under reduced pressure Into n-a»yl bromide coming
G e H * r e q u i r e s  Te_.,44.?
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pikbzqass of m B x m -M M x iM u iM m -M m m E  o m r m m im .
4 m ix tu re  of thyl ester of n - a m y lte l lu r o - g ly c o l l lo  said 
{ lo g .» 1 sol*!,, benzoyl peroxide ( t a g . ,  I m o l.)  and eh lo fo rm  ( fOOoa] 
was re fliu s e d  for one and h a l f  h o u r. C h lo ro fo rm  was distilled o f f  
and the pasty mats so o b ta in e d , was washed with l i g h t  petroleum 
ether* It was filtered ( y ie ld - t o g . ) * It was in s o lu b le  . in  water and 
s o lu b le  In  o rg an le  s o lv e n ts  e xe e p t..p e t• e t h e r . I t  was tw ic e  r e c r y s t -
o '
l l l s e d  from a lc o h o l.a n d  w a te r (5 g *> . It had sup. ??-7S e. {Found:
0 ,5 2 .0 8 j*  H ,5*42 . Cg.aHi^Oafo  re q u ire s  0 , 5 2 .3 *.. H ,5 *42) . A ttem pts  were 
made to prepa re  th e  & 1-hydrox ide  of n -a m y Ite X X u ro -g ly c o ll ic  said 
by h y d ro ly s in g  I t  w ith  c a u s t ic  soda s o lu t io n .  Xhe substance was heat-, 
ed w ith  5per c e n t c a u s t ic  soda s o lu t io n  eve r w a te r ba th  f o r  5 b rs . 
when most of the ester went into s o lu t io n  le a v in g  a slight turbidity ■ 
I t  was a c id i f ie d  w ith  d i lu te  h y d ro c h lo r ic  a c id  when a m ix tu re  of two ; 
Kinds of p r e c ip i ta te  one reddish and the other whitish In colour 
was fo rm ed . It was e x tra c te d  w ith  e th e r ,  d r ie d  and th e  e th e r  d i s t i l -  
led off. The semi-solid mass, thus o b ta in e d , was soluble In  some 
solvents and insoluble i n s o luble  in others and was rejected.
m t m m s  to bubmes bxhalibes of a m u s x  telluriok coupousds'
?.fg. (<t mol.) of dl-n-sayl tellurId© in toe.c. of chloroform 
was added to  5 *2 g . {2  m o l.)  o f  Io d in e  I n  6o ©e o f  ch lo ro fo rm  when 
all the suspended iodine went into solution. Chloroform was d l s t l l l t d  1
(79)' ^
off at tBmis. pressure over a bath at 4p®c. A reddish brown liquid 
was left behind w h ichcou ld  not be induced to c r y & t& l l ls e .  2*5g*
C about tm o l.}  of d l-n -a m y l tellur id© in too c . c . o f  carbon tetra­
chloride was added to 2.6 (2®ol.) of iodinein 30 ©•©• of carbon 
tetrachloride were mixed together and s im i la r ly  treated as before 
but no solid could be obtained and so it was rejected.
2 .8 g . Cl $©1.} of ethyl n -a a y lte llu r© -g |y e o l ld 4 e  in  1C c.c. 
of carbon tetrachloride was added to 2 .& g .(2  mol.) of iodine in 
30  c.c.of ear bon tetrachloride when th e  blacK of iodine van ished 
and it assumed re d d is h e e lb u r. T m  chloroform was driven off by water 
pump, the thiclc liquid, thus o b ta in e d , could not be induced to
«L
crystallise and was rejected. Then saturated solution of iodine in 
carbon 'te t r a c h lo r id e  was added to ethyl n -a m y lte 1lu ro -g ly c o 1la to
in the same solvent but no solid separated.
(80)
0 XXY D A X I 0 N P R O D U C T S .
1. gROM DI-N-AMYL TELLURIDE.
(i) By atmosperic oxgen, Air was passed through di-n-amyl 
telluride (tOg.} for three weeks. The same air, which was allowed to 
pass through another te^t tuhe containing alkaline permanganate, 
turned the red colour of the permanganate into grden. White amor­
phous solid deposited at the bottom of the tube containing di-n- 
amyl telluride. It was washed tith$ light petroleum ether and fil­
tered | t.2g.|. It was insoluble in water and organic solvents. It 
was soluble &n dilute alkali solutionand was reprecipitated by 
acid* It decomposed completely between 20Q-220°c (Found: C,27*32; 
$i49§§; Eq. Wt.,222.2 CeH1& OaTe requires G,25*92; H,5.18* Eq. Wt.,
•23t.5l*
(ii)(a) BY HYDROGEN PEROXIDE. Di-n-amyl tellufcide {tOg.Jwas treated 
with perhydrol (10 c.c.}. A white amorphous solid separated. It was 
insoluble in water, aceton^ , ether and petroleum ether. It was solub­
le in hot alcoholic potash from which it reprecipitated and redisoljh 
ved alternately on theaddition of acid andalkali respectively. It 
was recrystallised from chloroform and acetone (3«3g.|. It melted 
at 144 e with partial decomposition (Found: C38.25| H,7.34; Te,45.t 
requires G,38.65i H,7*1; Te,46.8}.
c a n
( i i H t t  w ith  m m m m  p jseox im  m  m m o m  so m u m .  skmzt*
X)l*n<»amyl telluridewas dissolved in acetone and perhydrol was added. 
The .acetone was allowed to evaporate off itself. The product,. thus 
obtained# was white crystalline mass. It was insoluble in water and 
petroleum ether, sparingly soluble in acetone, soluble In alcohol 
and chloroform. It was soluble In hot alcoholic potash from which «£~ 
was reprecipitated by acid and the precipitate dissolved, again, in 
al&ali. It melted at 152 e with partial .decomposition (Found: 0,37.9. 
^  H,?.!2 G,a®H^ aOsT#^ requires 0*38.6; .
( I l l )  ®ITS Blbffc SITEXO A0U># C onside rab le  excess of dilute 
nitric acid, was'-added to dl-n~amjsl telluride (6 .6& .J  and heated on 
water ba th  for--eight hours. I t  was extracted with, ether and the &hwr< 
e th e r& l- e x t ra c t  was dried, and eo ne e tra te d  on the-steam bath at /  
atmospheric pressure when reddish nitrous fumes evolved with the 
sep a ra tion , o f  water• D i lu te  caustic soda solution was added to  it 
when the c o lo u r  of the white oil changed Into red. It was again 
0S. extracted w lth e th e r ,  ether dried and d i a t i l l l d  off. The product ob- ■
tsined was dried with sodium su lph a te  sad distilled and found to be
* ■ ©d l-n~ am yl t e l lu r id e  - Cb.p. 140 c /18mm.'}.
The original'add solution after extraction with ether was 
neutralised with dilute" calistic spda' spldt&pis. • when a. white solid 
precipitated. It was Insoluble In. organic solvents. It decomposed 
between ■■200-230% (found: C»24.46; H,4*7-3; d*H*80*Te requires
C,25*92J H,5.*8)s
( 8 2 }
(lir) BIT ClfLQRMXM f. A mixture of &t-n*&B.yl.. telluride C?9g*J: 
ehlor&nin f { I 6 g . ) ,  ethyl alcohol ( 5 0 g . ),water (50 c.e.) was reflux­
ed over water bath for 2 hrs. Awhlte solid was formed which settled i
t e  -  I
at the bottom. It was fIXrfed;*hd will'cashed^ith^Eloohpl* I t  was !
In s o lu b le . Is water find o rg a n ic  solvents. It was soluble In dilute
caustic soda solution but was reprecipitated by s l ig h t  excess of
o
■’ d i lu te  acid. It decomposed between 200*220 c ■ (Found: 0,26.69;
B*4.8o; fe,5T*6 O i ^ g O gfe requires 0 ,2 5.92; H,5.18;fe,55.5): •
.The filtrate from the oxidation product was diluted with 
water when some oily product was formed. It was extracted with ether 
dried and the ether d l s t l l l l d  off. The oil, M l  obtained, e o lld lt& e  
fled to a p a s ty  ©ass which was washed with light petroleum ether.. j 
this solid was soluble in boiling water from which’nice feathery
crystals came out -on cooling. It was again pe cry stall sad fro m ?
0 I?
acetone and cold wated and had a.p. 135 c. It contained no tellu* f)
0 ft
'rfcam. $*Xolu®ne sulphonamld© © c i t s ' a t  13? 0 . So It was concluded jf
n
that this solid was p*toluenesulphonam ld©  and that no t e l l u r  11* % :j
imlne waa formed. . .
; 4
(v }  o x ia m o s  paoouci s e m b a h s d  b u r ik g  m e  pr epa r a tiq h  of
MlifHILI)i-M*AMXl^EhLimDIIuM IODIDE. The s o l id  {.5 g .)  which was insole;
hi® in dry ether and was obtained during th e  preparation of ©ethyl ;
d i -a -s m y lte liu ro a iu ©  Io d id e  was insoluble in water and o rg a n ic
solvents. It was soluble In a lfc a ll and reprecipitated by acid .It
e
decomposed between 200-220 e (Found: Te, JJT.4 CgH180gT erequ lres  
3Pe.S*#5).
'a. skos Eiaiiji-iSaxutsiiaRoaiafsffliiAis. {
; 1I i,
C1J U f a  AfM03PHSEI0 0XH&E8. The white solid mass (l.?g.), j
which separated from ethyl n-amyltellurogly coll ate Cpg.) on exposure |
' - - '■’■; ■ ■ 1
to air during one month, was washed with d ry  &ther* It was insoluble!}
In water and organic solvents . It was soluble in slhall and »pr@ci^
§ j
pitated by slight, excess of acid* It decomposed between 200-220 e. j
' ■ j
There was not enough sample left for analysis. It Is suggested - that | 
the compound was n-amyl tellurinic acid.
(ill WITH EEDROGEH PEROXIDE. The whit© solid (5g-)# obtained
by the act Ion'of" a mixture of p e rh y d ro l (T c . e .) and hydrogen peroxl*;
d® C 15 c .e . )  on ethyl n -  amyltelluro-glyoollste (Si;.)# was ^ e c ry s ta -
Used twice■ from alcohol, chloroform, and water, end dried In a
vacuum desslcator. It was insoluble In water and organic solvents •
exceot c h lo ro fo rm . It was insoluble in boiling caustic soda solution! 
* • i
It dissolved in dilute' hydrochloric acid on slight warming and was j 
not reprecipitated with c u s t lc  soda. It decomposed at a 00 (Found: !|
0 ,29.2* B,5.4; Te,50.2 requires 0,29«S; H,5*l; T@,50.9) *
I. peom h - m m m x h  h - m n s m i J M Q - a ' L Y C M A m . ;
fl> IlfS m m s Z U m i C  O S m m .  The white solid{o.3g.}> which | 
separated from l-mentfryl ester of n-amylteXluFo-g.lyecllI.be acid { !
about 5g*}om exposure to air during on© year, was washed with light jI
petroleum ether and filtered* It was Insoluble in dilute caustic
soda solution and reprecipitated.by dilute acid. It was Insoluble
,e
In water and organic solvents-* It decomposed between 200^220 0 
{Found: C»26»3S; H ,5«30| CeH1BQ*Te re q u ire s  <5,25.92; H .,5 ,18 ).
(11) m m  HXDKOGEH PEEOXISE. th e  white s o l id  { t .5 s * ) i o b ta in
]
the action of hydrogen peroxide (30 o.e*£ ©n^  1-menthyln-amyl-" 
telluro-glfcollate C5g»l mas purified twice by boiling, with alcohol ; 
M i  filtering* It wm  in s o lu b le  in  water end organic solvents.
I
It was insoluble 'In boiling al&all and easily soluble in dilute ;.'jI
hydrochloric acid from which, it'was reprecipitated by caustic soda : ; j
o f
s o lu tio n ,. I t  n e lte d  a t  190 o w ith  p a r t ia l  deaom posltion {Found: 
C .3 M 3 ;  H .5 .5 6 ; C47H484018Te, re q u ire s  0 ,3 1 .3 }  H ,5 . 7 } .
dqusxjT Q o m m i m m  of u m o m x  abb t m i m x m
I. BI-I-AMafSLLyEO-MSECBEIBiaHLOHIBE.
. . .  tffiOl .)
Mercuric c h lo r id e {8 * 2g./ d ls s lv e d  ' In so o.e. of acetone was 
addsd to "d l- n - a m y l ' te l lu r id e  (8g., ?mol.} d is s o lv e d  In 15 c*o. o f
ace tone*. Some ' smouni o f  h e a t' developed a f te r ,  m ix ing .. Whit® solid 
9 * 5 s 4  w h ich c ry s ta l is e d  out on c o o lin g ’ wag filtered In a Buc&ner,
■It was Insoluble In'-'water, cold’acetone, cold&loohol, ether, petro- ii
leum Sther, e&rhon'tetrachloride and acetic anhydride.. It was solublj
In'hot acetone, hois alcohol, benzene, and chloroform. It was twice
e
reeryat&lised from hot acetone when it milted partly at 80 0. Xhe j
other part which still remained unmelted Ins id© the sol ting point
o
tube, decomposed on raising the bath temperature at 0 5  0.* All i
attempts to separate the two components of the mixture failed# "]
I
i
a. M-H-AzmSSmHO-HIKOybmOKIDB. ;
B i-a -aeyX  t e l l u r id e  m o l.)  d is s o lv e d  in  Ih 8 .8 .  o f  j
|
acetone was added to mercuric bromide (?4.5g** t mol.) dissolved f
In 100 e.c. of acetone gradually. White crystals separated which 
was filtered CtOg.}. It was Insoluble in water cold acetone, ether, | 
petroleum e th e r ,  alcohol, and carbon te t r a c h lo r id e *  It was soluble 
In hot acetone, benzene,m&nd chloroform. It was twice r e c ry a ta l ls e d  '. 
from acetone whin It had a.p. 88 0 (Found: 0,18*6; H ,5 *34 5 
OiSjH^gfeHgBrg rq u lre s  C ,!9 * 0 ;  5 * 3 -4 } .  r
3. DI ~S -AimfMJimO-MSEOOEIBI -IODXBE.
Mercuric Iodide (3*5s»> * mol.) waa gradually added to &1- 
n-smyl telluride (9g., 1 mol.) dissolved In 25 c.e. of acetone.
When no more mercuric iodide went into solution* It was filtered 
and'acetone distilled off. A thleK oily substance was left behind 
which was soluble in acetone, chloroform and benzene and Insoluble 
in ether, petroleum ether, alcohol anducarbon tetrachloride. It 
was subjected to high vacuum distillation (2 mm.) but It decomposed
Q
when the bath temperature was raised to 155 c, di-n-amyl telluride
a
coming over at 56 of leaving behind mercuric iodide as a residue.
(87)
DI-TERT. flLLUSIDl* |
34g. of s s u s t lc  soda and 44 g . of BongoXite was d is s o lv e d  In  
of water and warmed- on a water bath in a three naked flask*! 
20g. of metallic te l lu r iu m  were added w i th ,stirring till it d is s o l­
ved, a'current of coal gas being passed through th e  apparatus* 
t e r t . - B u t y l  chloride C46g. In  200 a .e * of alcohol) was slowly added 
under r e f lu x  still with stirring and the coal gas passing through* 
After 2brs* the reaction mixture was diluted w ith  600 c .e .  of water, 
extracted w ith  ether, washed with water, dried and the ether d i s t i l l -  
iiuoff* She red liquid left behind decomposed to m e ta l l ic  tellurium 
and ••& liquid with some reddish precipitate on keep ing  in an atmos- • 
pher# of co&l gas* the liquid was poured over in to  ano the r vessel 
and water was added to it. A brownish solid came o u t which gradually 
tu rn e d 'b la c k *
The aqueous liquid had-a characteristic sweetish smell. The j 
brownish precipitate was f i l t e r e d a  and'-washed. It might be t e r t . -  
b u ty l .Hydrogen’ d i'telluride (Found: 0,15*98* H ,3*2? -C^B^Je *TeH
requires 0,15*3; B,3*2}. -
A portion of the brownish precipitate was taken into a por­
celain crucible and heated eheBanaen flam e when huge quantity o f  
black fumes were given o f f  all on a sudden w ith  disagreeable smell. 
The residue which melted with reddish colour In the flame andjC 
assumed y e llo w is h  colour when cooled agreed with the behaveour of tel 
llurium dioxide. The loss| on ignition was 46.1 per cent. ■■<
I
I
(88)
Part II. A study of optically active Methyl aniajtj carbiaol 
and some of Its derivatives.
' ' - • - . v. - .. '  •
4>.
dl-KETHXL AKISYL CAEBIKQL.
Klagee (Ber., / * 3 5 ,  359-2) prepared methyl anlsyl oarbt-
nol by adding snlaaldehyde to4'methyl magnesium Iroiulde,.. But he did „ 1!
 "x ' MjLitjFh,yL lu b&4> *&JU4C 9
not record .its hplllng polBtAor— aBy‘-fui,'t4€r»#artloiilm^B. 1
**,£ flu hwt»M 4  ^  !
dl-Mshhyl antay1 earblnol was prepared by the action of 1j
anis-aldihpdc In ether solution on methyl magnesium bromide cooled
freezing mixture• The ether was distilled off on a bath not exeeedlngfj
4 0  •  • J j
rf©* Ha. o. The carblnol thus obtained was unstable and. on distillation |j
4 ' gave the purer dl«carbine1 and an ether (CHa0C6H4CH(CHs))80. ,li!
V .
(89) J:
BYDROGKH PHTHALIC ESTER OP THE METHYL AHISYL CARBIHOL. I
A mixture of the carbinol, pyridine, and phtha11canhydr1de 3 
in molecular proportion was heated over steam hath and extracted 
with ether after neutralising the pyridine with cooled, dilute hydro­
chloric acid. When the ether solution was treated with ammonia and t 
the ammoniacal liquor acidified, the resulting white precipitate 
was found to be phthalic acid Identified by its melting point and | 
insolubility in chloroform. There were two possibilities, either the ; 
unstable; earbinol was converted into the ether and the unsaturated 
hydrocarbon at high temperature or the phthalic ester itself was un» j 
stable, and consequently after its formation decomposed at high tem- j 
perature. .. 1
The best result was obtained by heating the mixture between
® o
50to 60 c. The resulting phthalic ester had m. p. 86 tp 87 c (with
decomp.) when purified. It was heated on the steam bath and found 
to decompose into phthalic acid, the carbinol and a neutral body \\ 
which on decompodition gave a-methoxy styrene and phthalic acid. Uj
Jt The phthalic ester was unstable In chloroform solution and :||
decomposed with the separation of phthalic acid. It also reacted with : 
methyl and ethyl alcohol when Kept in solution of those solvents. !
The cinchonidine salt of the hydrogen phthalic ester ofthe 
dl-methyl anisyl carbinol.
The cinchonidine salt was obtained by adding cinchonidine 
to the acetone solution of the carbinol. The mixture after slight 
warming was Eept into the refrigerator. Crystals of cinchonidine salt 
of the hydrogen phthalic ester of l-meth^ anisyl carbinol came out 
and the cinchonidine salt of the hydrogen phthalic ester of d-methyl 
anisyl carbinol remained in the solution. The cinchonidine salts 
thus obtained required many crystallisations before getting them into 
optically pure condition,
HYDROGEM PHTHALIG gSTEHS OF THE D-AMD L-METHYL AMISYL 
CARBIHOL,
- - , ^
The crude crystals and the filtrate of the ci^honidine salt
were decomposed by cooled dilute gydrocloric acid in presence of 
acetone. Hydrogen phthalic ester of 1-methyl anisyl carbinol required 
2t o 3 crystallisations and that of d-methyl anisylcarbinol required 
about 5 to 8 crystallisations to get them into optically pure condi­
tion. The pure crystals obtained from the mother liquors of the opti­
cally pure esters were optically inactive, possibly due to racemisa- 
tion of the phth&late by a process similar to that which causes its 
decomposition.
<90
'x'A31jjei» X «
Magnitude and sign. of rotation of 1-methyl anisyl carbinyl 
hydrogen phthal&ie Indifferent solvents.
S o lve n ts  jg .p e r 1q0 c.♦ e * g i j  3, i y  &s 93 &? a© 5462 53 fel S 4 6 2 /® ,’
DtCH 5-0000 .•M?*5* .*aV*3° ^ s . } 8 *2 6 .9 ° ^ ? * o -. .V?** • ^ ;.,
MeQH „ •;. 5 *ooia o n  .2° *15.2® *18 .2^ * 19 • o° *4 4 .8 ° 2.232
CH*01, 5 . OH.
© 0 '........ 0
. -1 3 .8  -14 .6  - 15 .T - !6 .4 * - 2 4 .3 1.481
AcOH • " 3 *oooo
0
- iO .p -0 3 .7 -40.5® 1 . 709
C*H* ., t-H fS
8 9 _0
-23*0  -3 0 .5  - “ 37-3 -3 7 .6  -t
©
59.8 . .1.856
C*H»K - 5 .005. , -2.6.5° -30 *5° -35 *1°
....' - . 6  -0 /  * 9
" o '  
-61 .6 1.525
c s « , - c - to?  ..... *  . -4 9 . 9  ^ - 7 4 . 2 *
o'
-79 - 2
0 ■
-198 .0 2 .5 0
KUTAROX*AXIu& O f L-EEXIIXL M1BYL  O A iiB IilY L HY2E0GXM PHSHAIATE 
. X I MEXBXh AMD E lAXD  ALCOHOLS &D*JiC&tlQ AC ID  SOLUTION*.
■wr?"
- S4*Aia*M5ee?^-^c4»uid£il-jQ4 t— fin account of the intrcA; 
duett on of the'-& ethoxy group into the' phenyl radical, Its positive 'x 
character is reduced* So in the hydrogen phthalic ester of in4thy 1 
anisyl "carbineI the' electron Induction effect due to the sethoxy 
group may he represented thus
CH»-vS.-^>- C^ CK*
^  X o-co
HO»C O
The reduction of the negative character'of the phenyl group 
helps to give rise to the conditions necessary for Inversion through
the mechanism assumed by Kenyon, and. Phillips (Trans* Far. Soc,,
1930, 450*
Arcus and Kenyon 13 ^  1938, 191?) have assumed that the - 
hydrogen phthalic ester will exist as the Ion ( snion | in strongly 
al&alin© solution and the carboxylie anion will increase the electro 
availability at position ortho to it, leading to inductive effects 
opposing the release of R as a carhonium:Kation. The saponification
91
in this case will proceed in a normal manner in which the O.R bod is 
not: bro&en ■- (.Ingold - and - Ingold J •, 193 S, • 756} Polanyiand Ssabo Iraps. 
Faraday, 3oe»* 1934, 30* 5081 D&tta, Day and Xngold,J., 1939,
Hughes, Ingoldj, and Mas term an, J., 1939, 84o>.
It is suggested that in nonconducting medium like methyl and.-ij 
ethyl alcohol and acetic acid, the hydrogen phthalic ester willb© j
present as ..undissociated acid ester and thus will promote the separa-j
‘ . '!
tion of R as hat ion R * The Nation R will then combine with the pro- 
existing ions like {CII3), {CgHs0>, or {GHsG0G| giving rise to ethers 
or acetate. The reactions may be represented by the following equ&tioD 
/ ~ 7 \  /2Ha ■ _ / / , :j
H X R R R 3 X  / R  |
'— ' ^O.COi/v —  G —  cx CR I
r J h/  - - H CH30^ h
H0£G CHs0 GH30
Both d-iad 1-methyl anisyl c&rblnyl hydrogen phthalate under­
went mutsrotation. The rotation was reduced to one^fourth after 8V- 
weeks and then the solution became turbid due to the separation of
phthalic acid. •
o '
In mthyl alcoholic solution, the rotation of 1-methyl anisyl
t93> !:
I.: =; ;
earbinyl hydrogen phth&l&t© became half after 4 weeks and slightfb |
activity was .noticed after 10. weeks , { * 7 /  * &*&1-Hethyl anisyl J
o !
carbinyl hydrogen phthalate CJeJg*ci~2t.8 in methyl alcoholic >
solution gave- methyl, ether of the carbinol which had feeble dextro- . j;
!'
rotation •( a . t o .  13* 1=1 /4d) . j
In io'ijip acid solution, the rotation of 1-methyl - anisyl carbS 
nyl hydrogen.phthal&te diminished to half its value after to hours 
and completely racemised after ten days. Considerable amount af the 
cry stale of phthalic. acid was .noticed at the bottom, of • the polar ime ter!
i ;
tube.
Mu taro tat ion. is caused either by con.fi gfcrat Iona 1 change (e.g. 
sugars) or by structural change. From the statement given above it is 
clear that the d~ and 1-methyl anisyl earbinyl hydrogen phthalate ! 
have undergone.structural change by the . solvent molecule and during 
this structural change it has undergone eonfiguratlonalelpng© as 
well •
MfOl
( 9 4 )
D- a n d l -klthyl anisyl c a r bino l.
Much difficulty was experienced to get the optically pure 
carbinols by decomposing the hydrogen phthalic ester of the d~ and 
1-carbinol. The carbinol, obtained from the decomposition of the 
hydrogen phthalic ester with caustic soda solution, was extracted 
with ether. After distilling off the ether of the dried ethereal 
solution, the residue was distilled under reduced pressure. The 
pure carbinol (b.p.- f3 i-1336c/t3mmj) first came over. Then the
qQ
temperature went down to 110 c and some low boiling liquid came over; 
This low boiling liquid on redistillation, was found to be the hydro-
I
carbon CH3OC6H4CH~GHs. When the low boing liquid was almost distilled 
over, the comparatively thicker liquid in the Glaisen flask sudden- 1 
ly went solid. The solid residue was found to be phthalic acid. The 
same phenomenon was observed when the alcohol was steam-distilled
j
with enough water In the distillation flask. 1
When the steam distillation was carried out in such a way I 
that there was but little water in the distillation flask, the resul-f
£ © St 3* v. *ting carbinol had the highest rotation ( 0^ 61+26.44 , l=gdj. The 
rotation did not change much when examined after 7 months ( a|J6i 
+12.7, 1= i di. Aiiittle tesldue presumably high boiling ether was 
left behind in the flask.
R§TAT@RY DISPERSION OF METHYL ANISYL CARBINOL.
From the table given by Lowry and DicKson (J., 19*3* JQ3» |l
I :
1067) It la seen that the dispersion ratio of many methyl alKyl car-v 
binold was fairly expressed by Drude*s equation and it remained
! '
constant at about t *631• j
From another table given by Lowry { Optical Rotatory Disper­
sion p. 265') it Is found that the dispersion ratio for the semi- 
aromatic secondary alcohols are much above t.651 * These results 
together with those of methyl aMsyl carbinol (present investigation)I 
and also of phenyl n~propyl carbinol ( Kenyon and Partridge J.,1938* ;j 
T2S) are given In table II, j
j
TABLE II I
R1D2£AIQRY DISPERSION OP METHYL ANISYL CARBINOL AND SOME OTHER 
SEMI-AROMATIC CARBIN0L3.
°<*) ifr/XwU
Carbinols 1' r** . .... . 1'' 1 j ^
C6H5CHOHCHs tOO m .m * - 52.49° ■1.736
CgHg,CHOHCsH& - Do 32.37° t . 6 7 A
C 6RB C§g CHCHCll9 ■■■■' Do 37-47° 1.833
C6Hb ( CHj, ) chokcii3 Do 16.55° t.6 7 9
C6HsCH0H{ CHs )jpH3 Do
OGO« 1.710
p-CH*OC«H*CHOHCH» 50 num.
Q
28.44 1 -791
The dispersion ratio of the methyl anisyl carbinol Is similar 
to the other similar semi*aromatlc carbinols.
/*N
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NEUTRAL BODY
It has "been mentioned before that when &~ and 1-methyl an if
ctflkr^
syl carbinol obtained from the hydrolysis of the opti®allyAmethyl
anisyl carbinyl hydrogen phthalate were distilled under reduced
® /pressures the carbinol first came over ( 131**$33 /13 mm}. Then the 
temperature went down and the hydrocarbon p*methoxy styrene CHaO. 
CeK&CK-CH* came over leaving phthalic acid as residue.
As “ the phthalic acid, formed in the process of decomposition 
of the hydrogen phthalic ester of methyl anisyl carbinol can not 
be extracted from alhaline, solution by ether, so it was concluded 
that the low boiling hydrocarbon CH s O G C H ~ G H *  was in some form 
of combination with phthalic acid.
The phenomehEi'vwas" studied under different conditions of the § 
experiment.' By heating the methyl anisyl carbinyl hydrogen phthalate |; 
©lone above its decomposition temperature, by heating it with the -■;) 
carbinol below its decomposition temperature or by heating the - b^isf j 
carbinol in one or two molecular .proportions with phthalic anhydride ^ 
in presence of pyridine, the neutral, body was obtained. All attempts ■; 
to get it in pure condition failed and so It could not be analysed.
The constitution of the xieutralbo&y was.not,determined 
and no. satisfactory explanationfor its formation could be offered.
m d  i t s  m a m - B m iv & ima~A£li3XL EXHJLM E  ( CH*OC«H«CH?=CHa
The low boiling liquid obtained fx^ oxo the distillation of the
earbiaol which had been heated on the steam or Kept for a few weeks*
carbon 'tetrachloride solution.‘Hit bromine in carbon' tetrachloride
solution was added till seme colour1 of bromine persisted*. On evapora-;
!
bion of the excess'of bromine a solid residue was obtained which was 1 
found to be ct-ani sylaft-di-bromoethjlene (CHsOGeR^CH8rOHeBr7: • From 
this it may be inferred that the original unsaturated hydrocarbon 
was a-anisyl ethylene GH3O0cH^CH»CHJ8* The hydrocarbon had sweet smell !1
or of the carbinol heated or kept for a few weeks or of the opticallyi
was redistilled (b.p.- 84-87 e/13 ’$& } and treated with bromine in
Klsges .(loc-,elt«,} also prepared the asm© sweet smelling
substance .(p-Vinyl sal.sol.GHs.OO€H^GH«CHg b.p. 90-9 
heating the chloride of the carbinol with pyridine
a '~M-MZStL Bl-ETHYL E1H1R
The residue' of the carbinol obtained direct from the Grigaardi
active alcohol when cooled set to a solid mass* fhis soli# after purif
flcation was' found to have the composition of a</-di-anisyl di-ethyl j; 
ether CCHaOCfiH*flH(CKa)*»0. ' f
dl~THMYh M I B X h  CARBIK02*.
: <11-Phenyl anisyl carbinol was prepared according to the 
method’ o f-K o h te r  and $a teh  (d.Am.Soc., ,3-8, ?2t3) by adding
(981
anlsfldebyfle to phenyl magnesium bromide. ;
■ ' '■ i ■
a t t -D I-rH E ra . aa -D I-A H IS X I. KESKO. ESHER.
When dl-phenyl anisyl carbinol was heated above 1t0°c et 
various temperature, a solid having melting point higher than the 
original carbinol was isolated. This solid, was found to have the 
composition of ace-fil-phenyl aa-di-anisyl methyl ether (CHgOCgH^CH. j;
<C«He» * 0 .' ^
:
: REACTIVITY OP THE METHYL ANISYL CMBIHOL. . ?
]
It has been pointed out before that the methyl anisyl earbind;
is very reactive*- So its reactivity has beef?! studied under different 'j
j
conditions. . . .
; ' , ' - . f
. - . i
. t. Alcohol direct from, the Grignsrd, when fcethyl magnesium
O' |
bromide was &ept below -to c at the time of the addition of an!sal- I:
behyde in ether solution and the ether- distilled off on a bath below |
©
60 e, gave % m : fractions.
(al The pure carbinol CH^0CsH^CH( OH)Sttg ' f &  %  {
(b) The ether of the carbinol (CHadCsH^ .CHC CH^J1 J s0 .
The abave two fractions as well as a low boiling hydrocarbon 
e-anisyl ethylene CHaOC6H*CH==CH8 were obtained under the following 
conditions*
2. Alcohol direct from the Griguard, when methyl magnesium
Q
bromide was kept at room temperature or at about 30 c at the time of
(99)
a r
the addition of and aldehyde. ! *- j
3$ From.alcohol in ether solution when ether was distilled
on steam hath. . I
4. From the redistilled carbinol when it was hppt in the i
room temperature for a few weels. 1
5* From the redistilled, carbinol which was heated on the
steam bath for an haur and half.
The following explanation can be offered for the formation' ;
of the three fraction fro® the methyl anisyl carbinol.
The methoxy group increases the electron releasing propertjr :
of the carbon.atom attached to the para position• The carbinol &s
*»■ '
converted into a Nation RCHCH g SLifvl itXi S>2i. ion OH. This Kation being ex': 
treaely unstable either forms the low boiling hydrocarbon or reacts I 
with another molecule of the alcohol to produce the high boiling 
ether. The reaction may be represented by the following formula
OH
CH
TJ
or
CH, OH CH,
Xn order to study further the influence of the methoxy group 
on the carbinyl carbon atom, phenyl anisyl carbinol was prepared and 
heated at different temperature as described before. When it was 
at various temperatures above 1 to c it gave two products (1j the orl 
ginal unchanged alcohol having'melting point {06-67 0} and (2) an 
ether.of composition (CHaOOsH^CH(C6Hg))0O { m.p. 117*^18 oj* In
( 100)
tills case as there was no alley! group attached to the carbinyl 
car'bon atom, so no unsaturated hydro oar bon could be obtained.
REACTIVITY OF.THE METHYL ANISYL CARBINYL HYDROGEN PHTHALATE 
AND THE NEUTRAL BODY OBTAINED EITHER IN THE PROCESS OF ITS
. . FORMATION OH ITS DECOMPOSITION.
It has been pointed out before that much difficulty was 
experienced in obtaining the ^ tically active carbinols by the sa- ‘ 
ponlficatlon of the methyl anisyl carbinyl hydrogen phthalate. So 
its esterifieation, saponification and instability were studied 
under different conditions. All these experiments are summer4sed 
below.
18 When the hydrogen phthalic ester of the 1«, and dl- 4 
methyl anisyl carbinol and caustic soda solution were steam-distill© 
ed in such a way that the mixture in. the steam-distillation flash 
went almost solid the carbinol came over with the steam, the residue 
after removing the dried ether of the ethereal extract of the steam- 
distillate gave
go -t
(b) the carbinol with the highest rotation {a6*6A4>26*44).
(c) some residue which was found to be the ether of the me­
thyl anisyl carbinol.
2 . When the hydrogen phthalic ester of d-, 1-, or dl-methyl 
anisyl carbinol was steam-distilled for a long time with an excess^ 4 
of steam and some water Info the steam-distillation flash, a little
( 101 >
less than half the material remained inside the steam-distillation
'flasX which had gradually he some very thich. The residue which was
obtained after remov.oaig the dried ether of the etnar e a l extractor•
the steam- .distillate gave on distillation
(b) the carbinol (b.p. 131 -133^01 as first fraction
o x
(a) the oanisyl ethjlene (b.p. 81-95 <*/ as second fraction
(d) phthalic acid as residue in the Olaisen flask.
3 . When the hydrogen phthalic ester of the dl —me thyl anisyl 
carDinol was.heated with caustic soda solution for varying amount 
of time, the residue after removing the ether of the dried ethereal 
extract gave on distillation the same products as in experiment no.2.
4 . then the hydrogen phthalic ester of the dl-methyl anisyl 
carbinol was heated on the steam bath for 2 hrs., treated with ammo­
nia and then extracted withether, the ammoniacsl solution gave phthai
lie sold.and the residue obtained after removing the ether fro© the
<> ' '
dried ethereal solution gave
(a) p-methoxy styrene as first fraction 
{b) no cerM.no! as .second fraction
(e) some ether of the methyl anisyl carbinol a a third fr act ten 
(d) some phthalic acid or anhydride a a sublimate in the flask*
5. A mixture of dl-methyl anisyl carbinyl hydrogen phthalate
and d l-m e th y l anisyl carbinol In molecular proportion was heated &ettn 
§
between 60-80 e (i.e. below the decomposition temperature of the 
hydrogen phthalic ester)-It was then treated with ammonia and extra­
cted with ether. From ammoniac*2,1 solution phthalic acid was obtained 
or* acidification. The residue obtained after removing the ether of
the dried ethereal extract save
(s]p-methQxy styrene as first fraction 
(b (b) the carbinol as second fraction
(c| the p-methyxy styrene as third fraction ;
(d) phthalic acid in the Claisen flash,
6. A mixture of methyl anisyl carbinol (2 mol.], phthalic
anhydride {1mol.), and pyridine £ 1 mol.], was heated between 50- 
 ^ 060 s. It was treated with ammonia and then extracted with ether.
The ammoniaeal solution gave about half the yield of the hydrogen
: I
phthalic ester and the residue obtained after removing ether from the 
dried ethereal solution gave
(a) the carbinol
(b) the ether of the carbinol
© • |
(c) the p-meth^xy styrene £
(d> phthalic'anhydrideeasdBablimate 1
?. Instead of 2 mol., if Imol. of the carbinol!a used andthe 
reaction mixture is treated in the same way as in process no. 6 then 
it gave
(a) hydrogen phthalic ester of the carbinol (
(b) some unreacted carbinol 
(c| p-methoxy styrene
£d] phthalic anhydride as sublimate.
■ or
Attempts were made to hydrolyse the d-,/l-ipethyl anisyl carbi­
nyl hydrogen phthalate with caustic soda solution in the cold or at 
low temperature. It was found that It did not hydrolyse under those ;
conditions.
4s no e x p la n a tio n  could be offered for the  ■. fo rm a tio n  o f  th e  '
neutral body bo  it was tho ug h t that some phthalic acid or its anhy­
dride might come over into the ether solution during the above pro­
cesses. One gramme of phthalic anhydride was dissolved In ether and. 
the ethereal s o lu t io n  .waa ffca&en .w ith  ammonia. The phthalic anhydride
ia t  once went in to  ammonia s o lu t io n  an^ no tra c e  6f i t  cou ld  be found ;
j
by evaporating the ether to dryness. I
| 0 I G L y 3 I O I.
The methyl anisyl carbinol is very highly reactive probably 
due th the presence of the ee thoxy group in the para position. Under 
different conditions it produced a-methoxy styrene and its ether.
Much difficulty was experienced to prepare the hydrogen phth 
alle ester of the dl-carbinol and also to c/1 ta in  optically active 
carbinol from the optically pure hydrogen phthalic ester by hydro­
lysis. The hydrogen phthalic ester is also unstable and decomposed 
on heating to the ether of the carbinol and to a neutral body..
It also decomposed at the ordinary temperature immediately when ke p t 
in chloroform solution and slowly when dissolved in other solvents.
A study of the hydrolysis of th© hydrogen phthalic ester 
under different conditions leads to the collusion that along with 
other products a neutral body is formed. Th© neutral body on decom­
position gave p-methoxy styrene and phthalic acid or anhydride. The
{ 104)
constitution of the neutral body was not determined.
It is suggested that the methyl anisyl carbinol and its 
hydrogen phthalic ester are highly reactive substances and gave 
products according to reactions which had not previously been Known. 
The reactions are
(a) the formation ©f a-methoxy styrene and the ether from 
the carbinol
(b) the formation of the neutral body.
tK
The investigation on the sfcjeet is still going on.
(105)
E X P E R I M E N T A L
dX-Anisyr methyl carbinol.
dl-Anisyl methyl?! ea rb ln ibw as prepared by adding a n is a ld e -  
byde ( HOg. .O.Smol.) , to methyl magnesium bromide (1 mol.J cooled In  
ice . and salt and decomposing the resulting complex with ice and 
ammonium.chloride. The ether solution thus obtained was dfledlwlth 
potassium carbonate* the ether was distilled off between 40-60 and
the residue was distilled under reduced pressure. The resulting
© o . s*
carbinol had b.p. 151-133■./*? mm*■* ^ *5 -.A 2 mm.* n^ 1.5311. An yield
/
o f 100g. (90 *^ 1' o f the. aldehyde used) was obtained. The residue
©
from t h e . d i s t i l l a t i o n  (a b o u t.3 g *I deposited crystals* sup. 51 which 
w i l l  be referred to later. Klages Cloc. G it . )  gave nD1.557 for d l -
anisyl methyl carbinol.
DL-AMI3XLMETHXL CARBINYL HXSRQGrEH PHTHALATE 
dl-Anisyl methyl carbinyl hydrogen phthalate was prepared by 
heating a rg x tu re  of molecular proportion of the  alcohol, pyridine
'.jm
a
and phthalic anhydride at 50-60 for 1.5hrs. end deoospoaxpg the
resulting homogeneous liquid with cold dilute hydrochloric acid. The
9 0
resultant solid (m.p. 86-8? , yield 90 /e) separated from carbon &I-
* 0
s u lp h id e -o r  ether-petroleum ether'In prismatic needles o .p .  92-93
(\Q$)
1
(found, by titration with NaOH, M. ,295*0: Oi7Hi60& requires M.* 
300). ■ '
1  - A B I  S X U S E f H Y L C A E B I B X L  H X D R O G E H  P H T H A L T E
A solution of the dl-ester (82g., I mol.) |nd cinchonidine 
in hot acetone (325 c.a.}after standing over night deposited the 
cinhhonidine salt of the lfdl-acid eater (?6g.,needles,m.p. 156- 
158 J. Although this salt could be recrystallisedre&dily from ace*
M,
tone, the separation of the cinchonidie salt of the 1-acid ester 
was very slow and it proved betterto adopt the following procedure. 
Th® cinchonidine salt was decomposed with cold dilute hydrochloric 
acid and the liberated l*dl-acid ester crystallised once from a 
mixture ofether and light petroleum ether and subsequently twice 
from a mixture of i^hylene chloride and light petroleum. This yieldec 
1-anlsyImethylaarbinyl hydrogen phthalate, irregular prisms, of m.p.
1 1 0 - 1 1 1 *  and constant rotatory power ( Found, by titration with K a O H  
^  ■■ 292*0) • ■
d«*AH 1 SYUITHfLOARBIMXL HXDEGGEH PHTHALATE
The more soluble cinchonidine salt contained in the acetone j 
filtrate was decomposed with cold dilute hydrochloric acid and the 
liberated l*dl-acid ester recrystallised as described:&bov6>^The
V;V. \C^'
resulting d-anisylmethylcarbinyl hydrogen phthalate,^ irregular prism 
m.p. 110-111 had a constant rotatory power agreeing d ^ m ^ ^ i u d e  
with that of the corresponding 1-1somerides. (Found by titration
with NaOH, K., 292.4-).
dAAHISYL METHYL CARBIHOL
4
1-Anlsyl methyl carbinol was obtained when the d-acid. phth&ie' 
l&e ester (tOg.) was heated with sodium hydroxide (2*5 mol. of 5U)
In a current of steam* it is necessary to maintain the volume of the 
alfcaline solution as low as possible to prevent the formation of a i
neutral indy (to be referred to later) which is also volatile with I
i
the steam. The d-anisyl methyl carbinol (2.4g.) thus obtained had |
0 0 ©S*S ___  _  o H
b.p. 140-141 /t9 mm.* nn 1.5303, <42»a+31»93* % #6t*26.44 * -
%
y power
i
SO 0
a*36e*^*?*42 (1*0.5)* After Keeping 7 months it had a rotator
96 of that of its original value# Another specimen of the d-anisyl 
methyl carbinol prepared in the same way decomposed after 5 months 
with the separation of globules of water,
1-ANISYL METHYL CARBINOL
l*-Anisyl methyl carbinol, prepared In a similar manner -teem-Q
from Its 1-acid phthalic ester* had b.p. H2-143#/21 mm.* n£3#S1.53020 0 @ ' 0 - ". a 0 g. 0 0 SS 0 8 © 0 ,
S  •  b 4  *  ^ 54t e r j t " " ^ 0 * 5 ^ »  ^ “ & - T 60 * * 9 * 28 f  a * 3 s © •  1 8 . 6 3  ( 1 * 0 . 2 5 ) .  T h e  
separation of the globules of water was not noticed after 3 wee&a.
ANISYIJ/iETHYLCMBINYL METHYL ETHER
A solution of anisylmethyIcarbiny1 hydrogen phthalate C5s* 
with a 64ei-3t.8 In ethyl alcoholic solution) in anhydrous methyl 
alcohol (30 e.c.} was Kept overnight and then slowly distilled from 
a steam bath. The partly crystalline residue was extracted with 
chloroform and the phthalic acid removed toy filtration. The chloro­
form extract after washing with sodium carbonate and drying yielded
anisyImethylcarblny1 methy1 ether {2g.i b.p. t i6-t t?a/2> mm.* 
g4<> & s gso
hg ' 1 *505$c&6g9gt*K).. 14 * 13* (1 * 0 .2 3 ) .
c•ANISYL E T H Y L S
The low boiling liquid obtained,!ram the distillation of the 1
d1-anisyl methyl carbinol when the Grignard reagent is not Kept in
an efficient freezing mixture during the addition to it of anisalde-
hyde, or when the carbinol had been heated on the steam bath or Kept
for some weeks, and from thehydrolysis of the d?l-* and dl-anlsyl-
methyloarbinyl hydrogen phthalate, when redistilled had b.p. 84-8?v
/\2 wm.lt was a highly refractive, sweet smelling liquid^n^ 1.5569
and proved to be anisyl ethylene since it readily combined with
bromine In carbon tetrachloride solution to yield a-anisyl ap-di-
©
bromoethane, slender, glistening needles, m.p. 80 (decomp.) (Found
Br, % ; C^H^OSr* requires Br, 54,4). Klagea who prepared this* ■ . *
compound gave b.p. 90-91°/13 mm., n t.5642.
(109)
DI-ASISXIKETHXLCARBISYI. ETHER
u
The crystalline residue, previosly referred to, obtained 
during the preparation of anisyl methyl carbinol by the Grlgn&rd 
reaction separates from aqueous acetone (or from aqueous ethyl al­
cohol) in short fine needles, m.p, 50*5r51*5 (Found, 0,75.5* H,8.0 
G x A » O t requires 0,75*5j ft,T*7-) Th&s corresponds to di-anisyl- 
methylearblnyl ether. ;!
A larger proportion of this compound is produced when th© j 
G-rlgnard reagent Is not Kept in an efficient freezing mixture during;1 
the addition to it of uni ©aldehyde. It is also produced when the 
redistilled dl-anlsyl methyl carbinol Is heated on th© steam bath 
or Kept for a few weeks at the room temperature.
!•[
d l - H B V t L  ANISYL GARBBfOL
dl~?henyl anisyl carbinol was prepared by adding anls&ldeh ■ 
hyde ( 1!0g., 0.8 mol.) to phenyl magnesium bromide and decomposing 
th© resulting complex with Ice and ammonium chloride. Th© resultant j
solid separated from ether and petroleum ether long, white needles ;
*  ^ 7^ !
».p. 66-67 (yield, 12?g., Vs on the aldehyde used). Kohler end 1
!
Patch (loo* clt.) who used thld method obtained it as needles (from
o
ligroin) sup. 60 •
ni-mizTt&mmruzmBmvL m u m
&l-PhenyX anisyl earbinol wag heated between 110-115° for
about 3 hours. The resultant solid on recrystsllisation (twice) from "j:
Q
ether gave large crystals sup. 117-113 {Founds 0*81.9; H*6*3s I
C**H*eOs require* 0*81.9| H,6.3)* This corresponds to di-anisyl- jp
phenyloarbinyl ether (0H$O0#H*0B{06K#))fe0. ij
' mI-,%-
SN;
EXPERXMEHTS TO STUM  THE REACTIVITY OF THE METHYL m
A B I S Y L  QMlBUQL. |;i|
1. Methyl magnesium bromide was Kepi at 30° during the addi- j,
tion to it of snisaldehy&e. The resulting residue from the ethereal ;ij"
solution gave three fractions.
{1) Below 130V  mm. 20 V #  I j
(2) 130-135#/»5 asm. 50 */« !
(3 )  AT»v. 135#/>5 k b. 3Q ° / e \
The three fractions were redistilled. The low boiling fractio ,
wm  found to be a-snlsyl ethylene identified by its bromo-derivative ! 
(described before)# The second fraction was methyl anisyl carbinyl 
(b.p# 131-133 /13 mm.) and the third fraction proved to be &i~anisyl~ j
j ;
methyl carbinyl ether (described before). I \
2 .  The highest yield of the carbinol was obtained when the ;j
Orignard reagint was Kept In an efficient freezing mlxtureduring the !| 5
! 1if I
addition to It of snlssl&ehy&e* Only a little ether of the carbinol ij
(111) I
wag left as residue,# (Be© p*105)» "j
3 . When the etheare&l solution of the earblnol was concern- >;! 
trated at too * the uns&tur&ted hydrocarbon* the earblnol and th©
1
ether was obtained in the same relative proportions as in ©xp* !•
0
When the e th e re a l solution was concentrated at 60 only a trace of 1 ■; 
ether&ndno hydrocarbon was obtained, th# main product being the 'jl 
carbinol# iJ
i ,K
4. Redistilled and.freshly prepared dl-methyl anisyl carbine ?f j
A- ■* i ,
(b.p. i3t~i33°/l.3:, mm.} was Kept for nine wee&a and then distilled jU 
when it gave th# same three fraction# as in th® sxp.l. but the 
'telatlve proportions varied, the low boiling anisyl ethylene being ;:M
& j'
5 /Q, the carbinol 80 •/*> ***& the dl-anisylmethylearbinyl etherW ;'j; u
«s */,. ij i
5* R e d is t i l le d  and f r i s h l y  prepared dl-mthyl anisyl carbinolj i 
(b.p. t3 f-t33°/13 mm.I was heated on the s t  m m  bath for 1.5 h r  s. ij  ^
It was then distilled when it gave th© three fractions in the same I 1
Irelative proportions as stated in th© #xp*1.
{ M 2J
REACTIVITY OF KBXHYL ANISYL CARBINYL HYDROGEN PHTHALATE
AMO SHE NEUTRAL BODY OBTAINED EITHER IN THE PROCESS OF
1X3 FORMATION* HYDROLYSIS, OR DECOMPOSITION.
1. On steam-dlstlllatlon of the acid ester with caustic sode
f
d-* l-# ted dl-methylanlsylearblnyl hydrogen phthalate 
with 51 caustic soda solution were steam-distilled in the normal 
way with a considerable amount of water in the steam-&1s11lation 
flask* The distillate was extracted with ether* the ether was wash­
ed with caustic soda solution and water* dried with potassium car­
bonate and the ether distilled off. Pal# reddish residues were left 
behind which on distillation under reduced pressure gave the foll­
owing results in all' eases*
About half th# calculated yield,>,of the carbinol was obtain­
ed (131-132V^3 ®a*)# then the temperature went down to90d and the 
low boiling hydrocarbon m-anisyl ethylene (b.p. 84-95*/ 13 emu on 
redlstllXatlcn) came over. After a certain time the contents of the
Clalsen flask solidified. The solid was found to be phthalic acid
♦
(insoluble in-chloroform* sup* $95-200 ).
In the case of d- and 1-compounds the resulting carbinols 
had approximately half th# highest observed rotation.
2 . On heating the acid ester with caustic soda* followed 
by extraction with ether*
' The &-, and dl-methyl&nlsyXcarbinyl hydrogen phthalates
( U 3 l
were heated with SB caustic soda solution for varying amount of time
cooled, and then extracted with ether* The ether was washed with
caustic soda solution and with water, dried wlthpotasslum carbonate
and the ether distilled off* Palo reddish residues were left behind
which on distillation under reduced pressure gave approximately
60 °/§ yields of the carbinol (131*133*/*3 »©■•)# then the tempera-
o
turn© went down, to fO m d  the low boiling hydrocarbon a-anlsyl
9
ethylene came over (b.p* 84-95 / o  mm* on redlstlllatlonJUThe resi­
dues consisted of phthalic acid {insoluble in chloroform, m.p. ip©- 
I95 *> .
In the case- of cl- and 1- compounds the resulting carbinols 
had approximately half the highest rotatiion observed*
3'.. On heating dl-anlsyimethyloarblnyl hydrogen phthalate 
on the steam bath* 
dl-Methylanlsylearbinyl hydrogen phthalate {5^ •) was heated 
on the steam bath for 2 hrs. and then cooled and treated with ammo­
nia* An oil then separated which was extracted with ether* fhe ether
was treated as In eip. !* A semi-solid reddish mass was obtained
© ©*
which on distillation gave some low boiling liquid (85 -12o - s
o ©
ttO/IJ mm.). Ko carbinol came over (no fraction at 130 .). Then
©
the bath temperature was raised to more than 2#0, when the ether 
of th# carbinol began to com® over and the boiling point rose to
1 j? ® ©
(toothing between 11© and 160 .) . At this stag# white
phthsllo anhydride (sol* in chloroform, ia.p. 128*) sublimed into 
the cooler part of the Clalsen flash.
The ammoniacl liquor when acidified guv#. phthal&e acid (I.7g<
d
Insoluble In chloroform a.p* 190-195 )* j
4* On heating methyl anlsyl oarhinol with its hydrogen
phthalf^ ester. 1
j
, dl-lle thy leal eylearblnyl hydrogen phthalate (6g., I mol.) 
and dl-methylentsyl o&rbinol a*25g«» 1 mol.) was heated between
ip e >
60-80 and treated with ammonia. The whole of It did not dissolve
in ammonia. It was extracted wlthh ©then and the ethereal extract ?
*
was treated .as in exp. I. Areddish oil thus obtained gave two frmo*l<?; 
tlone on distillations-
& ;|
(1) snlsyl ethylene b.p. 84-120 /IS imn. |
• (2} the methyl snlsyl. carbine 1. b.p. 120-122 /12 mm. |
;:|i
Then the temperature began to go down and some phthalic acid
A ; <li
(insoluble in chloroform, 195*200-} deposited in the Cl&isen j
■.\
flash*
The ammonia and the caustic soda solution was acidified. ' " i
c
Somephthalie aold'f&g** insoluble in chloroform,m*p* 195*200 } cam©
r j
out from the former. j]
I i
The hydrogen phthalio ester of the methyl anlsyl earbinol is J
I
soluble in methyl anlsyl earbinol* It may be recalled here that the [t; i
hydrogen'phthalio of ter of the methyl an! syl earbinol 1® unstable :| |
when Kept in solution in different solvents.
S* During the Interaction of methyl anlsyl oarblnol (2 mol.)
and phlhalie anhydride (I mol.)
dl-Methyl anlsyl earbinol(\5*3z*$ 2 mol.) phthalio anhydride
(?.4g.f t mol.) and pyridine (4g.,t mol.) were heated together be-
k
tween 50-60° for 3 hof ® p cooled and treated-with ice and hydrochlo-.
ric acid. Oil separated on the- top of water and the hydrogen phthallc 
ester settled at the bottom* The oil and water were poured off 
from the hydrogen phthalate and extracted with ether. The ether of
Q
the dried ethereal extract was distilled off at 60 . A tfeicK: liquid
was left behind which was found to he the ether of the earbinol
(b.p. 230°/!5 ran.)*
The residual thlefc syrupy mass was extracted with ether 
and the ether with emmenifi The ammoniacal solution when neutralised 
with cold, hydrochloric sold gave dl-methylard sylcarbinyI hydrogen 
.phthalate- (yteld-8*?g., 0.5 mol.).
The ether was then treated In the same way as In exp®1. 
p. 112. The pale reddish residue thus obtained was distilled under hl@ 
high vacuum. It had b.p. 88°/1.5 msu (Jleld, 2 .6g») and the pur®
l
methyl anlsyl earbinol had b.p. 93.5/4*5 mm. The distillate (b.p.
0 , A
88 / 1.5 mis.) was redistilled and had b.p. 130-133 /*5 mm. It was
concluded that it was thw earbinol and not the neutral body. j
The residue was transferee! to a Olsiaen flash and distilled.f
§
Some diet Hat® came between, 95-105 /23 ra*u Then the temperature
rose to <60° and.a whit® solid (phthalio anhydride, m.p. tf3-f30 ) 
sublimed»
4 mixture of anlsyl ©ethyl earbinol, phthalio anhydride, 
and pyridine In molecular proportion was heated on the steam bath, 
less than half the theoretical yield of the acid ester was obtained* ; 
The produet was *very Impure and solidified wlthoonfilder&ble dlfflc* ; 
ulty* Better yield was obtained by heating the mixture at 60*.
dl-totsyl methyl earbinol (TOg., t mol.)' was added to a 
mixture of phthalio anbdrlde CTOg., 1 mol.) and pyridine (38g,»
ie
I mol.) and boated between 50«6o for f,5hrs. It wag then cooled and !i-I
treated with ice and hydrochloric acid* then it was extracted with j
ether and the ether with ammonia. The ammoniaal solution when acl&l-i
fled gave dl~aethyXaal$ylearhtr^X hydrogen phthal&te ( 12 tg.) ♦
temperature went down to 120* and phth&lic anhydride sublimed m.p.
6 . During the interaotlonof anlsyl methyl earbinol (I mol.) 
and phthalec anhydride (I mol.).
The ether after extracting with ammonia wag treated In the 
earn© way as in. exp*I* p.t12. Half of the pale reddish liquid (7 c.o. 
approx*.) thus obtained was distilled under reduced pressure. It gave
3
two fractions. The first fraction had b.p, 139-130 /1 6 mm. Then the
U5-I28*).
The other half was distilled under high vacuum when it had
3 Q !
b.p,! 13-114 /t5 mm. and then the temperature went down to Ho and I 
some phthalio acid was left inside the fla&K ( j
(117)
( ln a o lu fc le  in  ch lo ro fo rm  ,m«p* t95*20Q i
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